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sTUArT mccUTcheon

From the  
Vice-Chancellor

over the last 18 months we have lived with 
the consequences of the global financial 
crisis and, in contrast to some universities, 
we have come through it pretty well. But 
this experience has demonstrated that new 
zealand has to make some difficult choices. 
one of the most important choices is how we 
invest in our university system.

for the first time in recent years, we are 
facing the rationing of access to a university 
education. The government, on behalf of the 
taxpayer, is no longer prepared to financially 
support every student who wishes to attend 
university for however long he or she wishes 
to attend. But further difficult decisions will 
be required if we are to maintain the quality 
of our universities, of the education we offer 
and the research we undertake. in particular, 
we will have to ask ourselves about the 
appropriate balance between investment 
in the actual institutions that teach and 
research, and in the students themselves.

in terms of the total government funding 
for tertiary education as a proportion of 
gdP we are above the oecd average. 
however, we have an unusual distribution 
of that expenditure. Across the oecd, an 
average 18 percent of the total amount 
each country invests in tertiary education 
goes to support students and 82 percent to 
funding institutions such as universities and 
polytechnics. But in new zealand, 42 percent 
of the taxpayer investment supports students 
while only 58 percent supports the institutions.

The net result of this funding pattern,  
which has been evolving over the last two 
decades, is a highly efficient, value-for-money 
university system which is now under-funded 
and under threat. 

increasingly, our best and brightest – 
students and staff – are being lured away by 

wealthier overseas universities, particularly in 
Australia, the United states and Asia. Just last 
year for example, the University of Adelaide 
offered all-expenses paid trips to new zealand 
students, hoping to convince them to study 
there. The Australian national University 
advertised for professors from new zealand, 
offering to take not only the professors 
themselves, but also their entire research 
groups. And our economics department lost 
six staff in just that one year – all of them to 
foreign universities. for many, the offers are 
too attractive to turn down.

While international experience is an 
important part of any education, we need to 
ensure that new zealand universities attract 
and retain their share of the most talented 
staff and students. however, the current 
balance of investment in the tertiary system 
makes that extremely difficult, and we are at 
risk of creating a system that is cheap but of 
declining quality. 

it is important to remember that investment 
in a university education delivers a private 
as well as a public return. recent ministry 
of education statistics show that university 
graduates have an average 20 percent higher 
salary than non-graduates. in Australia, it 
has been estimated that having a university 
degree leads to higher lifetime earnings of 
about $1.5 million, and a similar figure is 
likely to apply here. 

Australian research has also shown that 
universities generate a 14-20 percent return 
on the public investment in them. yet despite 
these benefits, and despite its high overall 
level of investment in tertiary education, new 
zealand invests in its universities at a rate 
well below the oecd average - a rate just 60 
percent that of Australia and 40 percent that 
of the Us. little wonder that those countries 

can regularly send out raiding parties to 
capture our best and brightest.

so the challenge for taxpayers is to weigh 
up where funds allocated to tertiary education 
should actually go. students and their families 
not only want access to universities but they 
also want to know that the universities they 
attend will deliver a quality education. 

Although our leading the Way 
philanthropic campaign is progressing well, 
it will produce only a fraction of the income 
necessary to defend ourselves from the rapidly 
escalating international competition for talent. 

We must ensure new zealanders are clear 
about what they want from their university 
system. Access is important, but if it comes at 
the cost of reduced quality that will not be in 
the interests of this country. 

Funding for quality 

What do you think? Respond to this editorial 
by emailing the editor:  
ingenio@auckland.ac.nz
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christianity, because he does not consider 
it worthy of serious engagement. But in that 
case, how is he different from those who 
pillory biological history? The University 
of Auckland must provide a culture of 
academic integrity, which entails accurate 
representation of empirical data, and of 
perspectives with which one might disagree. 
dawkins, no less than his creationist 
opponents, fails this test. 

A fully referenced copy of this letter  
is available on request to: g.finlay@
auckland.ac.nz 

Dr Graeme Finlay, from the Department 
of molecular medicine, was invited to write 
this response to Professor Richard Dawkins’ 
visit to the university in march. See how 
alumni responded to the controversial 
scientist’s lecture on pages 26 – 27. 

The odd one out
it was heartening to read (Ingenio spring 
2009) of the cancer research being 
undertaken at The University of Auckland.

it was also refreshing to find that lynn 
ferguson is making an effort to discover ways 
we can avoid getting cancer, even though in 
her words she sees herself as “the odd one 
out”. “odd” because she is looking for ways to 
prevent us getting cancer.

What a sad comment on the general 
attitude of the medical profession and its 
associated research fraternity, who apparently 
require us to get cancer before they attempt 
to offer us any assistance.

however, does her dismissal of organic 
food mean that she discounts the possibility 
that chemical residues in the food we eat 
can have any influence on the occurrence of 
cancerous growths in our bodies? And if so, 
is the rejection of this possibility in any way 
influenced by the sources of funding for some 
research at The University of Auckland.
neil Pryor
(Dip Arch 1963)

Professor Lynn Ferguson 
replies: 
in response to neil Pryor’s letter i am pleased 
to hear that he is supportive of my work.

i wish to answer the questions as to 
whether i believe that chemical residues 
have the potential to cause cancer. of course 
they can. it is essential that when permitted 
pesticides are used, these are in the amounts 
and times indicated by the scientific evidence.

however, residues of pesticides are not 
the only possible cancer cause, nor even 
considered to be a major one (if at all). 
my comments drew attention to the fact 
that some pathogens, especially fungal 
pathogens, may themselves produce potential 
carcinogens. indeed, aflatoxin B1 is one 
of the most potent carcinogens known, 
and is produced by a fungus growing on 
stored nuts and grains. even washing will 
not remove the toxin, which penetrates into 
the tissues. furthermore, in the absence of 
exogenous pesticides, the plant will attempt 
to stop the infection by producing its own 
endogenous pesticides. These are more likely 
to be dangerous than those that are known, 
regulated and controlled.

And if there is, indeed, a good source of 
funding to study these issues in the new 
zealand situation, i would be very pleased to 
have my attention drawn to it.
Professor lynnette Ferguson
Head of nutrition, 
Faculty of medical and Health Sciences
mSc (Hons), D Phil (Oxon), DSc
Reg. nutritionist (nZ)

Send your thoughts to:
Tess redgrave
editor
Ingenio
communications and marketing
Private Bag 92019 
Auckland 1142 
new zealand
By email: ingenio@auckland.ac.nz
By fax: +64 9 373 7047
Preference will be given to letters that 
address the content of the magazine.  
The editor reserves the right to edit letters 
for style and content.

Letters to the Editor
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Challenging Dawkins
Professor richard dawkins is a passionate 
man, committed to defending the science of 
biological evolution against its detractors. 
The Greatest Show on Earth is part of that 
defence. Biological evolution provides a 
unifying framework of the life sciences with 
overwhelming evidential support. i and 
fellow christians in the biological sciences 
unreservedly support the promotion of 
evolutionary science. We also urge all 
christians to be receptive to, and informed 
by, biblical scholarship. Genesis was never 
intended to be a sourcebook of scientific data. 

But histories other than evolutionary history 
are also important for forming us as people. 
Another dawkins’ project is to preach an 
exclusively materialistic world-view. in The 
God Delusion he savaged the historical 
records of the christian faith. he stated that 
the biblical accounts of the life of christ were 
selected randomly from a large variety of 
available “gospels”. however, the non-biblical 
“gospels” were remote from Jesus’ hebrew 
context, lacked historical referent, and were 
products of the world-denying, dualistic, 
individualistic greco-roman religious scene.

dawkins stated that the gospels were 
severely corrupted by accumulated copyists’ 
errors. he seems unaware that the rich 
resource of gospel manuscripts has allowed 
textual critics to reconstruct almost the entire 
original gospel texts to a high degree of 
confidence. Textual criticism is a rigorous 
science, analogous to phylogenetic analysis 
of dnA sequences. indeed if dawkins was 
right all classical history could, potentially, be 
written off as unreliable. 

dawkins states that Jesus’ command to 
“love your neighbour” applied only to loving 
fellow Jews, and that Jesus acquired this 
narrow perspective from the ancient hebrew 
scriptures. dawkins’ assertion is false. Jesus 
defined “love for neighbour” by the parable of 
the good samaritan, who showed compassion 
for someone from an alien, traditionally 
detested, community. Jesus taught his 
disciples to love their enemies. And the 
hebrew scriptures taught that “the foreigners 
residing among you must be treated as your 
native-born. love them as yourself.” care for 
the foreigner, widow and orphan was central 
to ancient hebrew faith. 

Perhaps dawkins takes the mantle 
of a “history-denier”, systematically 
misrepresenting the formative history of 
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it was a moment for the university 
to savour: one of its most “illustrious 
graduates” receiving an honorary Doctor of 
laws degree at a ceremony in the building 
she had opened in 2004.

“it is a particular honour to receive 
this doctorate in law given that i had the 
responsibility for passing so many of them,” 
alumna the rt hon helen clark (BA 1971, 
mA with first class honours 1974) told a 
gathering of family, friends, colleagues  
and University staff at the fale Pasifika  
on 17 february. 

The former Prime minister of new 
zealand was back home from new york 
on a few days’ leave from her current post 
as Administrator of the United nations 
development Programme. earlier in the day 
she had been invested with a membership 

of the order of new zealand by the 
governor-general and fellow alumnus Anand 
satyanand (llB 1971’ honorary lld 2006). 
yet that event did not seem to have dimmed 
the pride she felt in being honoured by her 
alma mater.

“it is a significant honour to be recognised 
in this way by one’s own university,” helen 
told the gathering. “i spent 14 years very 
directly associated with the University as a 
student and as a lecturer. Beyond that i kept 
an association with the University throughout 
my political career, occasionally as guest 
lecturer and as attender of countless 
official events, and of course through my 
husband Peter who has been a member of 
the academic staff here for close to three 
decades.”

helen enrolled at The University of 

Auckland in 1968, the first in her family to 
attend university. she studied history and 
politics and began her political career by 
signing up as a member of the labour Party’s 
Princes street branch. 

“What a year it was to arrive on a 
university campus,” she remembered. 
“Around the western world university 
campuses were erupting with protest against 
government, against wars and against 
university administrations in many places. 
in our own country there was involvement 
in the vietnam War which many of us 
were concerned about as well as the odd 
springbok rugby Tour. 

“As well, enlightened [University] staff 
took it upon themselves to organise an 
alternative university in 1968 in the crypt 
of st Paul’s church in symonds street and 

Illustrious graduate honoured
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there they exposed us to speakers who were 
able to range far beyond the boundaries of 
conventional lectures.” 

helen went on to major in Political studies 
and was taught by “dedicated people” such 
as Bob chapman, ruth Butterworth, Barry 
gustafon and graham Bush. “And i was 
aware of other towering intellects on campus: 
sidney musgrove, keith sinclair, nicholas 
Tarling and so many others.”

her masters thesis was entitled “Political 
attitudes of the new zealand countryside”. 
during her research she investigated 
voting patterns in rural electorates, looking 
at federated farmers and other political 
institutions of rural life. in 1973 she was 
appointed to a junior lectureship in Political 
studies and then in 1976 she won a 
government postgraduate scholarship to 
explore her interest in a doctoral dissertation, 
but eventually she chose the political life over 
the academic one.

“i look back on those years of studying and 
then teaching as among the happiest of my 
life,” said helen at the honorary doctorate 
ceremony. “There could not have been a 
better preparation for what was to follow: 
a very tough political career which required 
tremendous self-discipline and rigour.”

she recalled how an academic background 
led her to apply “rather more rigour to policy 
papers and correspondence than officials 

were generally used to. my loathing of the 
non sequitur, the misplaced apostrophe and 
split infinitive led to a lot of red ink over the 
years and not just on student assignments, as 
the United nations development Programme 
will tell you.”

helen clark stood for Piako in the general 
election of 1975 and modestly increased the 
labour vote even though it was a national 
stronghold and there was a national swing 
against labour elsewhere. When she stood 
again in 1981, it was in the labour heartland 
of mount Albert, and the voters sent her 
to a seat in the new zealand house of 
representatives. The rest is history. helen rose 
up through labour Party ranks to lead the 
party for some 15 years, nine of them as new 
zealand’s first elected woman Prime minister, 
and she held on to her seat in mount Albert 
until retiring from politics in 2008. 

“i do see politics as an honourable 
profession, though perhaps more in the breach 
than the observance, and as one the best 
and brightest of each generation should be 
encouraged to enter as a form of public service.

“A university education was for me a 
transformational experience, and a major 
motivation for me in public life was to strive 
to make that experience available to everyone 
with potential to benefit from it. opportunity 
denied because of the cost of access is a 
tragedy for the individual and the country, 
and i also think it’s fundamentally at odds 
with the egalitarian value system we share.”

during her eulogy for helen at the degree 
ceremony, Public orator Professor vivienne 
grey referred to the inaugural chapman 
lecture in 2000 at which helen spoke of 
the need for educated and skilled people to 
enhance the prosperity of new zealand and 
of the role that universities have to play in 
producing them. 

“she acknowledged that role in her support 
for the knowledge Wave conferences at The 
University of Auckland in 2001 and 2003, 
and her government gave it formal substance 
in creating the ‘Partnerships for excellence’ 
that were designed to promote co-operation 
between universities and business and 
industry. These partnerships helped establish 
the University’s Business school, the centre 
for Plastics innovation and Technology, the 
institute of innovation for Biotechnology, 
the institute for health innovation, and 
the national research centre for growth 
and development. starpath was another 
Partnership, designed to improve access to 
tertiary education for new zealanders from 
all walks of life. 

“her government promoted excellence 
in teaching when it established the Tertiary 
Teaching excellence Awards in 2002 and 
excellence in research when it introduced 
Performance Based research funding in 
2003. it also lifted the burden of interest 
from the large loans that students now incur. 
The University of Auckland has benefited 
from these innovations; they have stimulated 

a change in the culture, particularly 
in research. The matching of research 
performance with funding has increased 
the emphasis on graduate research and the 
completion of dissertations and theses; and 
the increased importance of the publication 
of research and the generation of external 
research income has had a major impact on 
academic aspirations.”

After defeat in the 2008 election helen 
stood down from leadership of the labour 
Party and in April 2009 she became the 
Administrator of the United nations 
development Programme. she is the first 
woman to lead the organisation and is also 
chair of the United nations development 
group, a committee consisting of the 
heads of all Un funds, programmes and 
departments working on development issues.

You can read more about Helen’s work  
with the un at:  
www.undp.org/about/helen-clark.shtml

Portrait of Helen Clark while a lecturer at the 
university, ca 1978. Photo courtesy the Chapman, 
R.m. (Robert mcDonald) papers, 1933-2005. mSS 
& Archives 2006/2, item 298. Special Collections, 
university of Auckland library. 

I look back on those 
years of studying and 
then teaching as among 
the happiest of my life. 
There could not have 
been a better preparation 
for what was to follow: 
a very tough political 
career which required 
tremendous self-discipline 
and rigour.

Services streamlined 
The University of Auckland clinics have 
been launched at Tamaki campus with 
benefits for the local community as well as 
university teaching and research. 

services range from hearing and tinnitus 
clinics to eye examinations and vision 
assessments, speech language therapy, 
counselling, cardiac rehabilitation and 
high-performance support for athletes. 

The clinics, which previously operated 
as separate entities within their academic 
departments, are now managed as a 
single entity with shared services such as 
reception and booking.

for further information about the 
services and how to access them, see, 
www.clinics.auckland.ac.nz 



Brilliance affirmed
Professor richard faull from the department 
of Anatomy with radiology has been named 
supreme Winner at the 2010 World class 
new zealand Awards. 

These awards are presented annually by 
kea new zealand and Trade and enterprise 
new zealand to recognise outstanding 
individuals who have made major 
contributions to this country’s success on the 
world stage.

richard is an internationally recognised 
expert on neurodegenerative disorders, 
perhaps best known for research showing 
that the adult brain contains stem cells. This 
groundbreaking work countered the long-held 
belief that adults have a finite supply of brain 
cells that cannot be replaced, and offers hope 
to people with neurodegenerative disease or 
brain injury. 

Leading thinker 
emeritus Professor John Butcher from the 
department of mathematics has been named 
a fellow of the society for industrial and 
Applied mathematics (siAm).

he is one of 34 matheticians world-wide to 
receive this distinction in 2010 for their key 
contributions to applied mathematics and 
computational science. John’s fellowship was 
for developing the foundations of the modern 
theory of runge-kutta methods.

The fellows will be recognised in July during 
the 2010 siAm Annual meeting in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania.

Jewel of India
Professor debes Bhattacharyya (pictured 
above) from the department of mechanical 
engineering has been awarded the hind 
rattan (Jewel of india) for his significant 
professional contributions and, in a separate 
event, has received the glory of Bengal for 
outstanding contributions by a person of 
Bengali origin.

Born in calcutta, debes relocated to 
Western Australia and then to Auckland, 
where he joined the University staff in 
1980. now a member of the royal society 

of new zealand and a distinguished fellow 
of the institution of Professional engineers 
new zealand, he established and leads the 
University’s centre for Advanced composite 
materials. 

debes is only the second new zealander  
to receive a hind rattan, which are presented 
annually in new delhi by the nri Welfare 
society of india at an elaborate ceremony 
attended by government ministers.

The glory of Bengal, awarded in doha, 
Qatar, is given to about 12 Bengalis living 
around the world.

nEWS
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Weta digital’s mark sagar has 
a passion for recreating the 
human face, whether on a screen 

or on a sketchpad. 
it has taken him from a mechanical 

engineering Phd to key technical roles in 
films like Avatar and King Kong. earlier this 
year, his contributions to the motion picture 
industry were recognised with an Academy 
Award.

mark was one of four awarded a scientific 
and engineering oscar for a lighting stage 
and facial rendering system, used to create 
realistic digital characters in Spiderman 2. 
it essentially helps computers make digital 
characters look real on the big screen, and 
was later used in Superman Returns, The 
Curious Case of Benjamin Button and Avatar.

The technique meant the subtle qualities 
of the skin, such as colour, texture, shine and 
translucency, could be digitally reproduced in 
an entirely convincing way. Based on research 
by Paul debevec, a professor at the University 
of southern california, the lighting stage 
illuminates an actor’s face from 500 different 
angles, telling a computer how to light a 
digital version of the actor in any conditions. 

The technical Academy Awards were held 
in Beverly hills in february, a few weeks 
before the glitzy televised oscars ceremony. 
“it’s not nearly as glamorous as the main 
awards, but it was the most glamorous thing 
i’ve been to,” mark says, grinning widely. 

mark completed a Bachelor of science, 
and a Phd in engineering at The University 
of Auckland. his research, completed in the 
late 1990s, was a landmark study in how 
to develop an anatomically correct virtual 
eye and realistic models of biomechanically-
simulated anatomy. it was one of the first 
examples of how believable human features 
could be created on a screen by combining 
computer graphics with mathematics and 
human physiology.

 “combining computer graphics with 
something organic, the eyeball, was a fantastic 
place to start. The eye is the visible part of the 
brain. it’s the main interface with the world and 
the most challenging part of the face to make 
believable in a digital form,” mark says.

his supervisors, Professor gordon 
mallinson, head of mechanical engineering, 
and Professor Peter hunter, director of the 
Auckland Bioengineering institute (ABi), 

say mark was a unique researcher because 
he had both outstanding artistic and 
mathematical abilities.

mark was born in kenya to an artist 
mother and systems analyst father. his 
mother taught him from an early age about 
the fundamentals of drawing faces. Before his 
Phd, he spent three years travelling the world 
sketching portraits, eventually returning to 
Auckland to study.

“he came into a group that was pioneering 
mathematical modelling of biological 
functions, and he added an extra layer by 
thinking about how we could do it in the most 
visually realistic way, so it made sense to 
clinicians,” Peter hunter says.

“you couldn’t do this research unless you 
were an artist,” says gordon mallinson. “it 
is almost like he had full use of both the left 
and right hemispheres of the brain, which is 
quite rare.”

mark’s virtual eye was made for a surgery 
robot being developed by Peter’s brother, 
Professor ian hunter, at the massachusetts 
institute of Technology (miT) in Boston. After 
completing his thesis, mark relocated to the 
states to join ian’s lab.

An eye on the prize
Oscar-winning alumnus mark Sagar, who has hit the headlines for his work in several 
high-profile movies, speaks with Danelle Clayton.

PhoTo: deAn cArrUThers



“i’d been making eyeballs but i was 
definitely interested in extending this 
to faces. it was a natural progression, 
influenced by my portrait work. my goal was 
to make a completely photorealistic digital 
actor that people wouldn’t suspect isn’t real. 
i really wanted to push it as far as we could 
go,” he says.

mark ended up in an miT spin-out 
company, set up in hollywood to realise 
the potential of their anatomically-based 
graphical animations to the film industry. 
one of their first projects was a digital 
animation of actor Jim carrey’s face, pulling 
complicated expressions. it never made 
it to the big screen, but it was viewed by 
“everyone” in hollywood, creating a buzz. 
The company went on to make short films, 
demonstrating the scope of what was 
now being achieved in digital animation, 
including a film called Young at Heart, 
which portrayed a young actress as a very 
convincing 80-year-old woman.

And then the dot-com crash came. it 
wiped out the production company; however 
mark was able to move on to lA-based sony 
imageworks, where the Academy Award 
winning lighting techniques were used in his 
first blockbuster film, Spiderman 2. 

it was also where he returned to his main 
passion of recreating facial expression. 
he continued working on motion capture 
techniques, which essentially record an 
actor’s movements and expressions to create 
a computer-generated character. 

in 2004 he relocated to new zealand, 
where he joined Weta and was given the 

opportunity to work on Peter Jackson’s King 
Kong. on this film he was able to push the 
boundaries of motion capture techniques 
much further in an effort to give a gorilla 
highly believable expressions and emotions.

“it wasn’t a speaking part, so capturing 
the subtleties in the eyes and emotions was 
critical to how that character came across,” 
mark says.

 “What i love about film is you get 
crazy problems like how to convert human 
expressions into gorilla expressions. no-one 
has ever had to solve that before. But if you 
get it wrong, people know straight away.”

A few years later the technology took 
another huge leap forward when mark and 
his Weta colleagues started collaborating 
with James cameron on Avatar. The 
possibility of working with cameron pushed 
the team to make the motion capture system 
work in real-time.

 “he wanted to capture actor’s faces 
during a scene using helmet cameras, and 
convert that information instantly into digital 
alien characters,” mark says.

“The great thing about working with James 
cameron is he knows when something can be 
achieved that’s never been done before. he 
understands that as long as the resources are 
put to one of his visions, it can be done.”

mark says the blue-skinned alien 
characters in Avatar are so believable 
because a great deal of effort and attention 
went into the eyes. every subtle contour of the 
eyelid and movement of the eyeball had to be 
just right. 

 “The success with Avatar is the shock 

people get when a very alien creature comes 
across in a natural way. They think ‘how 
did that get past that part of my brain?’ 
And in Avatar it’s not just the faces in the 
film; they’ve meticulously created an entire 
visual world – every blade of grass, the wind 
through the trees, the light bouncing off 
leaves – it’s incredible.”

mark insists though that we are still at the 
tip of the iceberg. his goal remains to capture 
a sense of consciousness in his characters 
that is completely indistinguishable from a 
real human.

“At some point in the future we should 
have a decent enough computational model 
to create the external manifestation of 
consciousness. it’s so cool to explore because 
it taps into what it means to be alive; people 
just know when something is alive or not.

“The problem with film though is it’s 
a passive medium, and we could take 
this so much further, into new forms 
of entertainment, human computer 
interactions, and into the medical fields, 
helping surgeons with simulated patients; 
the possibilities are endless.”

To get there mark hopes we can create 
more synergies between different fields, 
from psychology and human behaviour to 
biomedical engineering and the arts, with  
a common goal in mind. 

“There are so many technologies that 
haven’t yet been applied to creating virtual 
humans, and with places like Weta and 
ABi, we have the creative excellence in new 
zealand to do it really well.”
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A master plan for Auckland’s 

waterfront
“Auckland’s citizens 
have been short-changed 
through fragmented 
development”
forget party centrals. ditto cruise ship 
terminals and rugby stadia. monumental 
architecture can help, but waterfronts are 
essentially where humans connect with the 
theatre of the sea.

successful waterfronts emphasise the 
public realm – ample landscaped and 
connected promenades, parks and squares 
providing the places and spaces for social 
interaction and serendipity. They focus on 
people, not real estate bonanzas. intensive 
cultural and everyday activities are blended 
with appropriate commercial and residential 
activities. innovative architecture and public 
art are combined with maritime heritage 
and the marine environment. Barriers are 
dissolved through quality design and efficient 
public transport. They come about through 
inspired city vision and are reinforced by 
effective governance. They are seen as a long-
term investment, where citizen engagement is 
welcomed, where equity and the evolution of 
an authentic and atmospheric sense of place 
remain abiding principles.

despite an abundance of plans over 
many decades aspiring to these factors, 
Auckland’s citizens have been short-changed 
through fragmented development – often an 
impulsive response to a transitory sporting 
event. commercial objectives are more often 
favoured over public imperatives, urban 
design guidance is ignored, and parcels of 
the public realm have passed into private 
ownership. The public and quasi-public 
agencies responsible for the governance 
and development of Auckland’s waterfront 
are constantly restructured and frequently 

We asked members of our staff and alumni community.

–what should it entail?
charged with profit, not public obligations. 
This has amounted to a farrago of introverted 
shopping malls and office blocks, car 
parks, blank walls and elite residential 
neighbourhoods with all the panache of 
suburbia.

Auckland’s waterfront is a metropolitan 
asset, not a cash cow. it has the potential 
to be a distinctive cultural and recreational 
regional locus, to add to the city’s competitive 
advantage, to reunite citizens with the sea. 
its importance is recognised in the super 
city mandate with the establishment of a 
waterfront development agency to provide 
strategic direction and coherence. There is 
much to suggest, however, that this agency 
will perpetuate regional fragmentation 
and operate as a single player devoid of 
democratic accountability. comprehensive 
planning integrated with broader regional 
priorities, sound resourcing, enlightened 
governance, and community inclusion 
are essential if Auckland’s waterfront 
opportunities are to be realised and 
embellished.

Elizabeth Aitken Rose
Acting Head of the School of Architecture 
and Planning

“Do we really want a 
‘grand gesture’ for our 
waterfront?”
There are few things more important for 
Auckland in planning and environmental 
terms than good management of its 

waterfront and environs. And yet the history 
of Auckland’s waterfront is littered with 
examples of environmental neglect, ad hoc 
development, and planning failure. recent 
examples include the tatty collection of shops, 
gas stations and fast-food outlets that mark 
the eastern gateway to the city, and the visual 
barrier created between downtown and the 
harbour by insensitively designed and located 
office and apartment blocks. 

Under existing governance and property 
ownership arrangements, responsibility for 
the waterfront is shared between a range 
of agencies and organisations with differing 
responsibilities and agendas, including a city 
council, a regional council, central government 
agencies, a port company and the private 
sector. The new super city proposals appear to 
offer limited opportunities for rationalisation 
of the governance structure, although 
the planned ‘Waterfront development 
Agency’ holds promise provided issues of 
representation and accountability can be 
satisfactorily resolved. 

Whatever governance arrangements 
eventuate for Auckland, it is crucial to balance 
the many competing uses of the waterfront 
in an integrated, equitable and sustainable 
manner. The prime objectives must be to 
maintain and enhance the environmental 
and aesthetic quality of the waterfront, 
while maximising access to, and use of, the 
waterfront by the people of Auckland. visual 
sight-lines, open spaces and physical access to 
the water must be maintained and enhanced, 
and more sustainable transport options such 
as pedestrian and cycle-paths, water transport 
and light-rail provided for. imaginative living 
options such as residential marinas and 
house-boat precincts should be considered. 
The “tank farm” redevelopment provides 



What do you think a waterfront master 
plan should entail?
Write to us at: ingenio, communications 
and marketing, Private Bag Box 92019, 
Auckland mail centre, Auckland 1142
or email: ingenio@auckland.ac.nz

a unique opportunity to provide for these 
matters in that area.

from time to time there are suggestions for 
some “grand gesture” intended to imprint an 
international identity on the city. There are 
successful precedents for this – “christ the 
redeemer” in rio; the golden gate in san 
francisco; the opera house in sydney. These 
were achieved with bold vision, sufficient 
funding and a determination to see the 
project through to fruition. sadly these are 
characteristics we seldom display with major 
public projects. 

so even if we could agree on the what - and 
fund the how - do we really want a “grand 
gesture” for our waterfront? nature has 
created one of the most beautiful harbours 
in the world, and despite a legacy of design 
mediocrity and planning compromise, 
Auckland is still a beautiful city – small, but 
well-formed. let nature’s work be our icon.

David Grinlinton, 
Associate Professor of law 

“A priority should be 
that it speaks more 
clearly to Maori 
aspirations”
Auckland has become the city it is because 
of the waterfront. The edge between land 
and sea along the Waitemata has been, 
over generations, where kaimoana has 
been gathered, commerce established and 
newcomers welcomed. Until the age of 
affordable air travel, it was the city’s front door.

for too long and in too many ways, this 
front door has been locked up and less than 
inviting. fences, sheds and cranes are symbols 
of security and industry. They have their place 
but Aucklanders deserve more room to move 
along this zone that helps define our city.

Auckland is, above all, a watery city but 
one whose history has involved a frequent 
turning away from the sea with too many 
sight-lines now obscured by office towers and 
apartment blocks. 

To plan for the waterfront needs a bold 
commitment to urban design. Thoughtful 
design is the difference between cities being 
ordinary or extraordinary places. A city 
committed to careful design underlying all 
aspects of urban development could indeed 
become a super city in experience and not just 
in name. 

We only have one waterfront. it warrants 
careful consideration for its capacity to be a 
place of significance and an expression of our 

place-in-the-world. A priority should be that 
it speaks more clearly to mäori aspirations 
– both to honour heritage and give tangata 
whenua a firmer symbolic place in the city. 

car parks and roads have no place at the 
waterfront. indeed, if ferries not four-lanes 
had been a priority, we would have a very 
different city today! The waterfront needs to 
be pre-eminently a walking place. it needs 
to encourage people to linger. spending 
time within such precincts promotes not just 
sociability; it invariably leads to spending 
money. Pedestrian-friendly design is good for 
the economy.

As kiwis we go to the beach to slow down 
and reflect on who we are. our waterfront 
should allow this. it is our downtown coast. 
To craft a place that is rich in symbols and 
remembrance of who we are, and a place 
where walking is the norm, is to restore a 
human scale to this precious meeting of land 
and sea.

Robin Kearns,  
Professor of Geography
School of Environment

“A city centre needs 
people to keep it alive 
24/7.”
new zealand is a maritime nation. our history 
records voyages by our mäori forefathers, 
whose astonishing feats of 
navigation and seamanship 
are evident. 

later voyages of discovery 
by Tasman and then cook 
recorded new zealand 
on world maps only 240 
years ago, long after all the 
major land masses were 
involved in world trade. 
new zealand’s entry into 
world trade is as recent 
as 100 years ago, with 
the development of 
refrigerated shipping.

“our youthfulness is 
a consequence of our 
remote location in 
a distant part of the 
world’s oceans.

despite the ubiquitous nature of the 
internet and the relative convenience of world 
aviation new zealand can still celebrate its 
maritime characteristics. We field a huge 
proportion of competitive sailors; we are 
amongst the most travelled populations; most 
of us live within 100 kilometres of the sea. We 
are a maritime people.

recently an eminent professor from the 
University of delft proclaimed Auckland as 
one of a few great port-cities, one where 
maritime commerce and urban development 
comfortably co-exist. it was a timely reminder 
of one of this country’s great strengths and an 
important identification for Auckland.

much has been said about Auckland’s 
cBd waterfront and its comparison with 
Wellington’s water edge. Just as Wellington 
has developed a water-frontage of which it 
can justly be proud, so Auckland must seize 
the opportunity to build its port-city image.

interestingly Wellington’s waterfront 
improvements were not the product of the 
council of the day. rather it was recognition 
of its potential that activated a small number 
of Wellingtonians led by sir michael fowler 
who interrupted a progression towards 
commercial uses for vacated port land and 
buildings. As a consequence councillors were 
replaced by another set of representatives 
who put in place the first parts of the 
waterfront we see today. sir michael fowler’s 
mayoralty resulted.

The soon to be elected Auckland council 
must create the vision for Auckland’s cBd 
waterfront and direct its Waterfront Agency to 
implement that vision. Places for the port, active 
and passive recreation, commercial, retail and 
residential occupancy must be combined into 
an urban place which people wish to use, visit 
and enjoy. A city centre needs people to keep it 
alive 24/7. it also needs an economic, wealth-
creating purpose to sustain investment and to 
refresh its environment. A blend of occupancies 
assists a city to be of interest to visitors, 
residents and business. A successful port city 
needs this blend.

our principal cities’ waterfronts – 
Wellington, Auckland and elsewhere – can 
capture the nature of our maritime existence 
and celebrate it for the world to see.

Sir Ron Carter
Distinguished Alumnus of The university 
of Auckland, Chairman of the Committee 
for Auckland, a not for profit private sector 
organisation interested in the enhancement 
and development of Auckland 
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New knowledge

Integrated system for 
sustainable solutions
lake rotoitipaku and the nearby ngāwhā 
(springs) in the Bay of Plenty on new 
zealand’s Pacific coast are sacred to ngāti 
Tūwharetoa ki kawerau. 

But over the years they have become a 
waste site, polluted through industrial activity. 
The mauri (life-force) of the lake, ngāwhā and 
adjacent wāhi tapu (sacred area) has been 
significantly diminished. And the iwi – the 
tribe – want it restored. 

enter earth system scientist dr dan 
hikuroa (of Tainui and Te Arawa ancestry 
and pictured right), who blends mātauranga 
māori (the body and tradition of mäori 
knowledge) and western science to deliver 
a new approach to land, lake and waterway 
rehabilitation, and to sustainably developing 
natural resources.

“earth system science is the study of 
the earth system,” explains dan, “with an 
emphasis on observing, understanding and 
predicting changes involving interactions 
between land, atmosphere, water, 
ice, biosphere, societies, technologies 
and economies. implicit in this is the 
understanding that everything is connected, 
and therefore earth system science 
corresponds closely with Te Ao māori view of 
the world and is a natural starting point for 
integration of science and mätauranga.” 

Traditionally, different experts would assess 
in their areas of proficiency and each would 
write a report. “earth system science says 
you need to assess each element as part of a 
whole, otherwise you can’t restore the mauri,” 
explains dan. “everything is connected, so 
you can’t just focus on one aspect, because 
adjusting that could have ramifications for 
the entire system.” 

To achieve that integration dan is using 
a decision-making framework, the mauri 
model, created by dr kepa morgan from 
the University’s department of civil and 
environmental engineering. 

The mauri model starts from the position 
that empirical and holistic systems, western 
science and mātauranga māori are of 
equal value; and then you integrate them. 
dan, whose Phd from The University of 
Auckland was in stratigraphy, paleontology 

and sedimentology, lectures in the school 
of environment and researches through the 
institute of earth science and engineering, 
using both systems.

The goal of the work, he says, is to create a 
pathway towards fully restoring the mauri.

“But this is not just about the lake,” says 
dan. “it’s also about ensuring the trustees 
are getting the right information in a way 
that makes sense to them and enables them 
to make informed decisions for the future of 
their lake, ngāwhā and wāhi tapu.”

dan’s current work includes a geothermal 
project, for which he is creating a kaitiaki 
geothermal development model (kgdm) 
designed to blend resource management Act 
consenting requirements with kaitiakitanga 
(or guardianship) principles. 

kaitiakitanga is about caring for the 
environment and handing it on, intact 
and preferably enhanced, to subsequent 
generations, he explains.

The aim is to assess and develop the 
geothermal fields in a way that meets 
the needs of everyone from engineers to 
consenting bodies and kaitiaki (guardians). 
The model will help identify the most 
universally acceptable sustainable options, 
particularly for the surrounding communities.

Finding a way in the 
justice system
“When you send a māori woman to prison, 
you’re effectively damning her whole family,” 
says senior law lecturer khylee Quince, 
whose interest in criminal law has led her to 
uncover some realities on how māori women 
fare in the justice system of new zealand. 

“she is the one who still runs her family 
from prison, whereas the men in prison are 
with their mates, able to rely on women, 
including partners, mothers and sisters, to 
keep the family going at home.”

in the prison system, as khylee has 
discovered, there is a gender and ethnic 
imbalance that has a negative impact on 
māori women. māori women are worse off 
than māori men, and māori women are worse 
off than Pakeha women and Pakeha men.

Just one example is the māori focus units 
in prisons, designed to help inmates value 
their culture and understand how it influences 
them, while at the same time providing 
support to assist them in changing their 
behaviour. These units have existed since 
1997 – but are not yet open to women, as 
khylee points out. 

“There are seven focus units for māori men, 
and you don’t actually have to be māori to be 
there. māori women were the fastest growing 
inmate population over the past five years 
and yet facilities and programming have not 
kept up with these changes.”

khylee says the discrimination faced 
by mäori women (and imprisoned women 
in general) results from governments 
making decisions for economic rather than 
“appropriate” reasons. “if a māori mother on 
home detention can’t go to the supermarket, 
is her partner going to stand for that?”

These are not just new zealand problems. 
“you see the same issues between men and 
women in other societies, from native north 
Americans to the irish.”

A 2009 sabbatical in canada saw khylee, 
who is of Te roroa/ngäpuhi and ngäti 
Porou descent, making new international 
connections across the criminal justice field, 
sharing the new zealand experience of 
youth justice and ethnicity through lectures, 
and seeing how indigenous students are 
supported into legal studies and careers.

khylee’s trip has generated articles for 
legal publications and a chapter on māori 
concepts in privacy for a new book on privacy 
law published this year. 

All of this knowledge takes her closer to her 
goal – of influencing corrections and Justice 
policies around the sentencing and treatment 
of māori.

maori researchers are bringing a distinctive insight to issues in our society.  
Prue Scott investigates.
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Clear sight through 
engineering
Bioengineering research fellow Jason 
Turuwhenua (of ngāti Porou and Tuhoe 
descent) was working at a medical software 
company which was having problems with 
the standard calculations used for lenses to 
correct cataracts. 

To get the best result visually, the lens 
must be of a particular shape, but in some 
instances the lenses produced in accordance 
with current calculations were not optimal.

Prompted by this, Jason began his 
research to develop a physically accurate 
computer model of the human eye, based 
on mathematical equations. offering 
advantages to mäori of course – but also 
to people all over the world - this is a 
project with huge potential, as ngā Pae o te 
māramatanga recognised when it agreed in 
2009 to support the research. 

“This isn’t just about eyes, it’s also about 
engineering, because that’s where solutions 
to problems like these will come from,” says 
Jason, who holds a master of science (msc) 
and Phd from Waikato University. 

Part of the attraction for Jason is  
the lure of computer modelling. “if you  
want to produce a really good, general 
method for understanding where light is 
going, and ultimately understand how a 
particular treatment is going to affect what 
you see, you need to build well-informed 
computer models.”

Ultimately, Jason hopes the project will 
produce something we will be able to see 
on a computer screen that can be “poked 
and prodded” virtually. The idea will be to 

develop a system that will help advance 
understanding of potential treatments from 
an engineering point of view.

“for people with keratoconus – a condition 
where the cornea thins and becomes more 
conical – you could simulate the visual 
impact of this disease,” says Jason “you could 
perhaps show a family member what the 
patient is seeing, and then demonstrate the 
progression of the defect and how it might be 
improved by some form of surgery.”

Jason calls these uses short-term spinoffs, 
something of advantage that we can do now. 
But ultimately his work is about modelling 
the eye to help correct sight problems 
which will become more prevalent as the 
population ages. 

Identity and diversity
dr carla houkamau (of ngāti Porou descent) 
was the first mäori to do a Phd in social 
Psychology at The University of Auckland – 
after starting out with a conjoint BA/Bcom.

“Psychology has always been an area 
mäori have found problematic. it’s about 
individualised thinking and that’s very 
contradictory to the mäori world view,”  
she says.

now a lecturer in management and 
international relations in the Business school, 
carla is interested in how people form 
perceptions of themselves by virtue of their 
category memberships, with a particular 
focus on māori.

“We all belong to categories – male/
female, māori/Pakeha, able/disabled, 
old/young, the list is endless. We form 
perceptions of ourselves and others based on 
our categories,” she says.

“in diversity management i look at how 
different groups interact within organisations, 
or how different social categories interact, 
and how we respond to one another.”

given that new zealand is becoming more 
and more diverse both within māori contexts 
and from the arrival of new immigrants, 
carla is interested in how we might use this 
growing diversity to advance and enhance 
the new zealand economy.

“i look at how managers can help 
diverse groups (in terms of ethnicity, age 
and nationality, for example) communicate 
more effectively. in turn this can help work 
teams produce more innovative and creative 
solutions to problems – simply because they 
bring a greater range of perspectives and 
experiences to the table.”

carla has written extensively on issues 
related to diversity, cultural identity, cross-
cultural perspectives in psychology and 
management and is currently teaching a 

range of subjects at the Business school. she 
has also presented papers at conferences 
here and overseas.

carla looks at how our ideas about māori 
as a group infiltrate and permeate the 
environment and how they affect individual 
māori in terms of how they conceive of 
themselves and their own identity, and how 
this is affected by the way others interact 
with them. 

This research has led to discoveries about 
the impact of colonisation on māori women. 
carla’s thesis compared different generations 
and how they experienced their māori identity 
and the intergenerational themes. At the time 
there were no studies that tracked women in 
this way. 

“i’ve shown how historical events have 
shaped the context in which individual 
women were raised, their experiences of 
being a member of a social group, and how 
that in turn influences their self perceptions 
and life trajectories. i have also looked at 
how that influences their children… and 
ultimately, how this affects māori behaviour 
and perceptions.”

This material contributes to effective 
diversity management, which requires a high 
level of self-awareness. “it means educating 
people to understand that their perceptions 
of other groups may be based on stereotypes 
they hold which are often unfounded.” 

Carla is interested in how 
we might use our growing 
diversity to advance and 
enhance the New Zealand 
economy.



Positive change
“As one of new zealand’s eight centres 
of research excellence, our task is to 
conduct research to bring about positive 
change,” says Professor charles royal, the 
new head of ngā Pae o te māramatanga, 
new zealand’s mäori centre of research 
excellence, based at The University of 
Auckland. 

charles sees research as a creative 
activity. it is fundamentally about the 
creation of new knowledge. And in the 
case of ngā Pae o te māramatanga, the 
creation of new knowledge is undertaken 
so as to bring about positive change in  
the world.

charles who is of ngāti raukawa, 
marutūahu and ngā Puhi descent is ngā 
Pae o te māramatanga's first full-time 
director. At the time of his appointment 
in november 2009, ngā Pae o te 
māramatanga chair sir Tipene o’regan 
said: “he has standing in so many of the 
communities we engage with and brings 
exceptional strengths as a researcher and 
as a leading creative māori thinker.” 

charles has an impressive record of 
writing, editing and composing in the 
creative arts. his research interests lie 
with the creative potential of mātauranga 
māori particularly in relation to the whare 
tapere (traditional houses of performing 
arts), the whare wānanga (traditional 
institutions of higher learning) and 
indigeneity.

As the recently appointed – and first – 
Professor of indigenous development in 
the faculty of Arts, he sees indigeneity, an 
emerging field of study, as increasing in 
importance beyond so-called “indigenous 
communities”. 

“it is fundamentally about reawakening 
a sense of kinship between peoples and 
between peoples and the natural world 
environments in which they dwell.

“once indigenous people move beyond 
the rightful quests for social justice and 
cultural revitalisation, they come to 
understand that they possess something 
deeply necessary in the world today. This 
is the gift of indigeneity itself. Just as the 
‘West’, the ‘east’, ‘islam’, ‘christianity’  
and so on have their gifts for humankind, 
so indigenous peoples too have offerings 
to make.”

ngā Pae o te māramatanga conducts 
māori-relevant research that leads 
ultimately to creating harmonious and 
mutually enhancing relationships between 

people, and between people and the 
natural world.

This signals the way ahead and underlies 
charles’ vision for the centre over the next 
12 months. 

“i hope the year will be distinguished 
by an intensified focus upon our research 
goals across the real-world needs and 
opportunities for economic development, 
the environment, health and social welfare, 
education and indigenous knowledge. 

“This work needs to translate into real 
change. We identify problems, needs and 
opportunities and develop appropriate 
research projects and programmes. 
That’s not to say there won’t be blue skies 
research, but the focus falls upon how 
research contributes to positive change – 
and not just for māori but for the world  
at large.

“We have been given a tremendous 

opportunity to explore distinctive 
approaches to the creation and application 
of knowledge, approaches that can be 
drawn from and inspired by indigenous 
knowledge generally and mātauranga 
māori specifically. We are a multi-
disciplinary centre. space has been created 
for the arts, sciences and humanities, 
interwoven with indigenous knowledge, all 
leading to some kind of positive change. 
This is a wonderful opportunity and we 
have to make good on it.”

charles says that the centre’s 
relationship with māori communities is 
vitally important. 

“That involvement is crucial not just to 
the success of any research project but 
also in giving the community a sense of 
ownership that leads to greater self-
empowerment.”
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School students are entering the exciting world of scientific discovery, thanks to a unique 
programme offered at the university’s liggins institute. Pauline Curtis investigates lEnScience.

seventeen-year-old leon forbes from 
Tamaki college is making discoveries 
about human health that could be 

published alongside those of career scientists.
his research, which uses donated tissue 

to examine how the chemical bisphenol A 
(BPA) may travel across the placenta and 
affect gene activity, is part of the lenscience 
student-scientist mentor programme. 

“There’s simply no way a secondary 
school could provide the materials and 
expertise that leon is working with. This 
kind of research is far beyond what could be 
achieved in the classroom,” says lenscience 
director Jacquie Bay. 

Alongside his counterparts, who are 

studying topics such as the stomach 
contents of banded kokopu and the causes 
of the spread of sea lettuce in the manukau 
harbour, leon is part of the first student 
intake to complete four years of mentored 
research through lenscience. 

it is hoped that many will carry on to 
postgraduate science, and leon says the 
experience has certainly made him reconsider 
his choice of tertiary study, but according to 
Jacquie the wider lenscience programme, 
which includes day programmes at the liggins 
institute, residential summer programmes, 
teacher professional development, māori and 
Pasifika initiatives, scholarships and awards, 
and a flagship seminar series broadcast 

nationwide, is not all about turning talented 
students into scientists. 

The primary goal is to improve scientific 
literacy – the ability of new zealanders to 
follow and critically evaluate science. This 
reflects concern amongst scientists and 
science educators that many people do not 
understand the complex scientific issues 
entering everyday life, such as genetic 
engineering, assisted reproduction and 
climate change.

A longer-term objective is to improve 
public health. The liggins institute and 
the national research centre for growth 
and development (nrcgd), the two 
organisations that host lenscience, invest 

Science hands-on

Jacquie Bay (centre) works with two southern 
cross campus senior school students



much of their research effort into ensuring 
a healthy start to life and the education 
programme is a way to share that knowledge. 

“We do believe that we’re reaching 
families and communities through young 
people and, while it’s a long-term process, 
research we are undertaking over the next 
few years is looking at the extent to which this 
is working,” says Jacquie.

if students’ comments are anything to go 
by there is cause for optimism. sosaia Pahulu, 
a year 10 student from Tamaki college 
attending a recent “healthy start to life” day 
programme, says she enjoyed learning how 
to measure her pulse and blood pressure 
and how a mother’s diet affects the foetus. 
classmate esther natua was fascinated 
to discover how genetic traits can skip a 
generation and how our bodies are affected 
by the environment. 

As might be expected, older students like 
callum Welch in year 13 at Westlake Boys’ 
high school also have an eye on life after 
school. of a day programme about the role 
of biotechnology in scientific research he 
said: “it’s good to have hands-on experience 
of what scientists really do, and see how you 
can make a living from what you learn. i 
didn’t know about the breakthroughs being 
made by new zealand scientists – it shows 
you what’s achievable.”

students say one of the best parts of the 
day is the opportunity to meet university 
scientists and ask questions about their work 
and careers, and Jacquie agrees that this is 
an extremely valuable experience. 

“most students have very stereotypical 
ideas about scientists and think they’re part of 
an exclusive community,” she says. “They are 
surprised to discover that scientists are everyday 
people they can relate to. our research has 
shown it changes students’ perceptions of who 
scientists are and what they do.”

As a science teacher with 20 years’ 
experience, most recently as head of science 
at diocesan school for girls in Auckland, 
Jacquie knows that providing this kind of 
exposure is beyond the capacity of most 
schools. 

she says that science practice and science 
education existed in isolation from one other 
for too long, and that making connections 
between the two communities is one of 
the best ways to support quality secondary 
science education. 

While relationships with scientists might 
sound like an optional extra, changes in the 
school curriculum make them increasingly 
important. Jacquie explains that secondary 
school science is no longer about rote-
learning facts, figures, and formulae. The 
emphasis is on understanding the nature of 
science - how scientists think, how scientific 

knowledge is developed, and the role of 
science in society – with all other learning 
coming from this foundation. 

“students must also be allowed to do 
real science. We wouldn’t expect english 
students to learn about shakespeare without 
being allowed to read the works, and we 
can’t expect science students to really grasp 
the subject without first-hand experience. 
They must have the opportunity to immerse 
themselves in science and really engage with 
it,” she says.

despite these requirements, however, the 
programme’s own survey showed that, before 
lenscience, most school students had little or 
no experience of scientific research and had 
never met a scientist. 

like school teachers, scientists at the 
liggins institute and nrcgd were concerned 
that, without their help, schools may struggle 
to provide students with the experiences they 
need to fully understand science. 

in particular as biotechnologies began 
to enter the curriculum, Professor sir Peter 
gluckman, who then led the two research 
organisations, wondered how schools would 
keep pace with the complex, rapidly-evolving 

and expensive field, let alone provide hands-
on experience in the basics. As an advocate 
for public awareness and understanding of 
science, he also believed that scientists had a 
responsibility to communicate and translate 
science to the wider population. 

he therefore worked with dr Bev 
france from the faculty of education, a 
former science teacher with an interest in 
biotechnology education, and liggins institute 
communications manager Pandora carlyon, 
to successfully apply for funding from the 
Tertiary education commission to create 
partnerships between the University and 
secondary schools. 

since that time the programme – 
christened lenscience – has been further 
supported by the liggins institute, ncgrd, 
sir John logan campbell residuary estate, 
lion foundation, ministry of education, Te 
Puni kōkiri, friedlander foundation, Biorad, 
and manzana as well as anonymous donors, 
so that almost all of its initiatives can be 

offered to schools free of charge. 
Jacquie jumped at the opportunity to 

lead the development of lenscience and 
has gathered around her a team of highly 
experienced teachers and technicians. 

With limited resources early on, and the 
intention to focus on day programmes, 
small trials were run at each secondary 
school year level to determine which 
students would benefit the most. The results 
led the team to concentrate in 2007 on 
year 10 students at low decile schools 
and year 13 students from schools across 
the spectrum. more day programmes are 
now offered to a wider range of students, 
but the same format continues to be 
used, combining theory with hands-on 
experiments and “meet a scientist” sessions.

Providing teacher professional 
development alongside initiatives for 
students has been a core principle from 
the start, keeping teachers up to date and 
connected with the science community and 
each other through seminars, workshops, 
and invitations to research presentations. 
lenscience also made a commitment to 
increase māori and Pacific representation in 
the science community, for example through 
selection of schools for the day programme 
and inviting māori and Pacific students to 
join the mentor initiative. 

Perhaps the earliest indication of the 
programme’s success was the deluge of 
messages from teachers who couldn’t initially 
take part. “We had some quite upset teachers 
email us from schools outside Auckland 
complaining that it wasn’t fair and asking 
what we were doing for them,” says Jacquie. 

lenscience has now expanded into 
e-learning with an award-winning interactive 
seminar series for senior biology students 
and special lectures transmitted around the 
country via satellite television or the kiwi 
Advanced research and education network, 
with interactivity via Web 2.0 tools. 

Jacquie says it has been extremely 
satisfying to develop an education 
programme from scratch based on her 
own experience of what schools need. each 
part of the programme has been carefully 
aligned with the curriculum, showing direct 
links between current research at the liggins 
institute and nrcgd and what students are 
learning at school. 

“everything we do is in partnership with 
the schools, contributing to the learning 
environment within the school by offering 
something from without,” she says. “it 
meets a very real need to allow teachers 
and students to make connections with 
new zealand science. it’s all about making 
science more real.”

It’s good to have hands-
on experience of what 
scientists really do, and 
see how you can make 
a living from what you 
learn. 
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law alumna Anita Killeen has made her mark prosecuting white collar crime and working to 
combat animal abuse. She speaks to Judy Wilford

Prosecuting to protect  
and serve

A stroll around Anita killeen’s office is 
like a journey through her life. And 
what a whirl of a journey it has been 

so far. 
 in just 12 years since she qualified as a 

lawyer, Anita (llB 1998) has packed in more 
experience and action than many people 
manage in a lifetime.

commencing her career as a commercial 
litigator with Phillips fox in Auckland after 
graduating as a senior scholar, Anita was 
then appointed for two years as a senior 
Judges’ clerk at the Auckland high court, 
a position highly sought-after by the most 
talented young lawyers after their admission 

to the bar. from there she moved directly 
to the serious fraud office (sfo), where she 
began as a prosecutor and advanced rapidly 
through the intermediate steps to become 
chief prosecutor in 2007, leading a team of 
five prosecutors, appearing as counsel in sfo 
cases, and instructing and liaising with the 
22 members of the external sfo Prosecution 
Panel. her fervent energy needn’t be stated. it 
is a prerequisite for this kind of job.

 over the last two years, as a board 
member for the society for the Prevention 
of cruelty to Animals (sPcA), Anita has also 
become a prime mover for reform of animal 
welfare law. The day before i spoke with 

her she had been in Wellington putting in 
submissions for a bill to go before Parliament 
to change the regulations governing 
prosecutions for animal abuse.

The question that leaps to mind is this. 
What drives these two passionate interests? 
White collar crime seems a world away from 
animal welfare.

for Anita, however, the answer is obvious: 
they are closely connected, and both deeply 
tied to her philosophies of life and the law. 
“When i went to law school i definitely wanted 
to be a prosecutor. for most things i do, the 
motivations are to protect the vulnerable and 
to protect and serve my community.”



And she has dealt out this protection to 
devastating effect, achieving a conviction 
rate of 100 percent. every defendant Anita 
has prosecuted has been convicted.

dealing with white collar crime, she says is 
“fascinating work. These are challenging and 
highly complex cases which have devastating 
effects on the community. But when people 
think of fraud or financial crime they don’t 
often see the real victims of the offending. 
having done this work for a number of years, 
i find that’s the hardest part of the job: 
seeing the devastation to people from losing 
their life savings.

“Being involved with the sPcA is equally 
rewarding, because the victims are vulnerable 
and need to be protected.”

 When Anita joined the Board of the sPcA 
her first question was “the obvious one that a 
lawyer would ask: ‘how do we deal with our 
prosecutions?’”

The answer came as quite a shock: “We 
need to be very careful about which cases we 
prosecute because there isn’t much money 
and we can’t take many cases to court.”

“in any other law enforcement context,” 
says Anita, “if an organisation is tasked with 
legislation to prosecute offences, it gets the 
resources to effect that work.”

instead the sPcA, funded through 
donations, was able to prosecute only a limited 
number of cases – with the related dilemma 
of how to make a choice between, say, saving 
100 puppies or prosecuting one offender.

 Anita’s actions were fast and decisive: 
she established the most impressive panel 
of prosecutors that exists in the country - 
comprising top barristers and Queens counsel 
- to give their time and skills free to prosecute 
animal cruelty cases. The result has been a 
rise in profile for these types of cases, with at 
least one recent serious offender receiving a 
three-month jail sentence.

“There are a lot of very senior lawyers  
in Auckland who feel just as strongly as i  
do about animal welfare,” she says “and 
they are equally concerned about protecting 
the vulnerable in society. how we protect 
our most vulnerable - animals, children and 
the elderly - says a lot about how our society 
operates. To have a situation where the sPcA 
couldn't afford to prosecute people doing  
the most serious type of offending was simply 
not acceptable.”

 The next step she hopes for is a change 
in the law to strengthen the penalties for 
cruelty to animals, which is looking likely to be 
passed quite soon, thanks to the interest and 
assistance of parliamentarians such as simon 
Bridges. The change has now been presented 
as a government bill and has gained strong 
support right across the house.

 Anita attributes her rapid advance in 

the legal world to a combination of hard 
work, genuine passion for criminal law, and 
being focused and pro-active about her own 
professional development, which has included 
prosecuting on secondment at the Us 
Attorney-general’s office in manhatten,  
new york, and at the crown Prosecution 
service in london. Among the objects, icons 
and memorabilia which richly adorn the 
shelves and walls of her office (including a 
fascinating “rogues’ gallery” of defendants 
she has helped prosecute) are certificates in 
leadership from harvard Business school in 
the United states and from the institute of 
strategic leadership in new zealand, as well 
as a framed outline drawing of a human-
shaped “target” for fBi training, complete 
with bullet holes from her time at the fBi firing 
range in los Angeles.

 richard ekins from the faculty of law, a 
friend and former fellow Judges’ clerk (along 
with John ip, also now on the law faculty 
staff), describes Anita as “a born prosecutor 
because she has a massive interest in criminal 
practice, especially criminal profiling. she’s a 
person who reads for relaxation about how to 

understand the criminal mind.
“she’s also a nice combination of soft  

and caring, and tough and determined,”  
he adds. “This makes her an excellent friend 
and colleague, as well as an extremely 
effective prosecutor.”

A significant part of Anita’s professional 
development has been “the mentors who 
have willingly guided me and given advice 
when i needed it.

“you can’t ask for help on a platform of 
nothing. you’ve got to be seen as someone 
who wants to work hard and get ahead. But 
i think this kind of support and friendship 
happens naturally when you’re working hard 
alongside people who recognise talent, ability 
and potential for the future.”

 in return she is delighted to give similar 
guidance to those who are less experienced 
than she is. she is a mentor for young women 
lawyers through the Auckland Women 
lawyers' Association, teaches both for the 
institute of Professional legal studies and 
on the litigation skills course for the new 
zealand law society, and has tutored at the 
faculty of law. 

Prosecuting to protect  
and serve

She has dealt out this 
protection to devastating 
effect, having achieved  
a conviction rate of  
100 percent.

PhoTo: Todd eyre

Those who inspired and encouraged Anita 
as a student were Professor Julie maxton, 
former dean of law, Professor rick Bigwood 
and Associate Professor scott optican. 

“rick Bigwood and Julie maxton lectured 
with such passion and energy, they really 
made learning law a joy. They made 
commercial law topics that seemed terrifying 
really common-sense and easy to understand.

“And i took every single class that scott 
optican offered. he has a socratic method  
of enquiry. he questions students, engages 
them and makes sure they are questioning 
what they learn, and always asking why things 
are as they are. he’s challenging, engaging, 
has a tremendous intellect and is very funny.”

 says scott: “i think Anita’s the greatest. 
she’s one of my favourite students ever.  
And the only one in all my years of teaching 
who has risen so far in prosecuting white 
collar crime.

“Anita always went for the more 
sophisticated high-end cases, involving  
paper trails and big, big business. The work  
is more complex and takes more time 
than the murders or rapes which get more 
media coverage. And she is a really tough 
prosecutor.”

 As this article went to print we learned 
of the restructuring at the serious fraud 
office, with the prosecution work now being 
outsourced to law firm meredith connell. 

Anita was not yet in a position to 
confirm her next role but said she was very 
excited about her future in the law and the 
opportunities that come with change. 

she will be spending part of the new 
zealand winter in europe studying at the 
london school of economics. Whatever next 
step Anita takes, her future will be bright.
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Distinguished Alumni Awards dinner2010
“We’re proud of your distinction, but we’re in the mood to play,” said the Alumni Orator, Distinguished Professor Brian Boyd, at the DAA Dinner, 
which was held in the Alumni marquee on the grounds of Old Government House. 

1. Professor Jane harding, deputy vice-chancellor (research), left, with Professor raewyn dalziel 2. University of Auckland society President Judge david Abbott, left, with Thao nguyen 
and dAA winner dr Thanh nguyen 3. John roughan, Assistant editor, new zealand herald. 4. sarah Taylor, left, and irene fisher 5. director of external relations, John Taylor, left, and 
dAA winner michael Parmenter 6. Bachelor of Performing Arts students performed “lagata”, a selection of traditional and contemporary dance from Aotearoa and the Pacific region. 
7. Judge david Abbott and 2009 dAA winner Justice lowell goddard 8. University chancellor roger france 9. labour mP raymond Jianqiang huo, left, and the vice-chancellor, 
Professor stuart mccutcheon 10. david mace of the freemasons roskill foundation, left, and klaus heymann, founder and owner of naxos global distribution 11. The vice-chancellor, 
left, greets philanthropic partner gus fisher and michael fisher 12. more than 500 guests were seated in the Alumni marquee at the dAA dinner 13. distinguished Professor dame 
Anne salmond, guest speaker 14. nevil gibson, editor in chief, national Business review 15. The Alumni orator, distinguished Professor Brian Boyd 16. dAA winners Judge Andrew 
Becroft, michael Parmenter, emeritus Professor richard sibson, dr Jennifer Plane Te Paa, dr Thanh nguyen, dr Jessie Jacobsen, Judge david Abbott 17. emeritus Professor ranginui 
Walker (left) and Pro vice-chancellor (māori) Jim Peters
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Judge Andrew Becroft  
BA, llB(hons) 1984

“Mr	Vice-Chancellor,	I	can’t	help	but	
recall	that	38	years	ago	when	you	
were	a	seventh	former	and	prefect	
at	Rongotai	College,	you	gave	me,	
a	skinny	shy	third	former,	one	of	my	
first	detentions,	for	the	heinous	crime	
of	wearing	my	hard	shoes	on	the	
grass.	It	was	with	a	delicious	sense	of	
irony	that	just	three	hours	ago	I	could	
stand	again	with	my	hard	shoes	on	
your	grass.”	

Judge Andrew Becroft has been Principal youth 
court Judge of new zealand since 2001, and 
is a strong advocate on youth issues. 

he is particularly committed to upholding 
the twin emphases of new zealand’s youth 
justice system: community-based diversionary 
responses to most youth offending; with 

the youth court reserved for only the most 
serious offenders, heavily reliant upon the 
decision-making of the world-leading family 
group conference process. 

Andrew is a former council member of 
the Auckland district law society and the 
new zealand law society. he is an editor 
of lexisnexis publication Transport Law. he 
is currently the Patron of the new zealand 
speak easy Association inc.; the family help 
Trust; and the collaborative for research on 
youth health and development. he chairs the 
government’s independent Advisory group on 
youth Justice. he is also President of the nz 
Tertiary students christian fellowship. 

michael Parmenter  
mnzm, mcPA(hons) 2008

“Dance	is	a	very	recent	arrival	in	the	
halls	of	academia.	As	I	stand	here	as	
a	representative	of	a	complex	network	

of	activity,	only	a	limited	amount	of	
which	is	my	own,	I	want	to	thank	The	
University	of	Auckland	and	the	alumni	
association	for	this	honour.	It’s	great	
to	have	dance	recognised	in	this	way.”

michael Parmenter is one of new zealand’s 
leading and best-known dancers and 
choreographers with an international career 
spanning nearly 30 years. 

he has studied in new york with erick 
hawkins and in Japan with min Tanaka. 
he has performed with the erick hawkins 
dance company and stephen Petronio and 
dancers in new york, compagnie ljada 
in switzerland, and a variety of companies 
throughout Australia and new zealand. 

michael’s choreography ranges from 
innovative solo works to large-scale opera-
house productions, in new zealand and 
internationally. he directed michael 
Parmenter’s commotion company from 

Our 2010 Distinguished Alumni Award winners join an illustrious group who encompass 
what the university is ultimately about – producing outstanding graduates who will in  
turn contribute to the greater good. more than 500 people gathered at the DAA Dinner  
on 5 march to honour our newest DAA recipients and to enjoy their wit and wisdom. 
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Celebrated Alumni 
From left: Dr Jessie Jacobsen, michael Parmenter, Judge Andrew Becroft; Dr Thanh 
nguyen, Emeritus Professor Richard (Rick) Sibson, Dr Jennifer Plane Te Paa.



1990-2008 and has choreographed works 
for the footnote dance company and the 
royal new zealand Ballet, collaborating with 
acclaimed new zealand composers. 

he is the recipient of numerous prestigious 
awards and scholarships, and is a renowned 
teacher and public speaker. he is currently 
undertaking his doctoral study conjointly at 
The University of Auckland and the University 
of Paris-i (sorbonne), Paris. 

Dr Jennifer Plane Te Paa  
BTheol 1993, med(hons) 1995,  
Phd Berk. 2001

“All here present are in some way 
responsible for nurturing and sustaining 
the tremendous enduring public good 
and public honour that academic 
endeavour, academic excellence and 
academic success inevitably bring.”

dr Jennifer Plane Te Paa has been Ahorangi 
or Principal of Te rau kahikatea at st John’s 
college, Auckland, since 1995. she is the first 
lay, indigenous and single woman ever to be 
appointed as head of an Anglican theological 
college throughout the Anglican communion. 

in 2008 the london Daily Telegraph 
named her 20th among its 50 most globally 
influential Anglicans, calling her “an 
influential voice in Anglican liberal circles” 
for her outspokenness in condemning 
homophobia, and her claim that the 
obsession of the church with trying to 
determine who should be allowed to remain 
within its fold distracted it from the suffering 
of the world. 

Jenny has written widely on identity 
politics, particularly on race and ethnicity 
within theological education. she holds 
a number of significant positions in 
international organisations including 
the inter-Anglican Theological education 
commission, to which she was appointed by 
the Archbishop of canterbury. 

Emeritus Professor Richard  
(Rick) Sibson 
Bsc(hons) 1968, msc lond. 1970,  
Phd lond. 1977

“One of the scruffy aspects of geology is 
the need to come to a conclusion from 
an imperfect and incomplete data set. 
That, actually, turns out to be a pretty 
useful generic skill. I have been told that 
in World War II the best second guessers 
of the U-boat pack locations were in fact 

geologists, ahead of mathematicians 
and physicists, who said ‘We don’t have 
enough data’.” 

emeritus Professor richard (rick) sibson is 
recognised internationally for his pioneering 
research linking the structure of crustal 
fault zones to the mechanics of shallow 
earthquakes. his work on the factors 
governing the depth of seismic activity in 
deforming continental crust and also on the 
role of faults as intermittent conduits for fluid 
flow are not only of scientific interest but are 
also widely utilised by the mineral industry.

his distinguished career spans 
appointments at imperial college, london, 
the University of california, santa Barbara, 
and the University of otago. it is marked by 
awards and distinctions including elected 
fellowships to the geological society of 
America, the royal society of new zealand, 
the American geophysical Union, the 
royal society, london, and the American 
Association for the Advancement of science. 
his most recent honour was being awarded 
the 2010 Wollaston medal, the highest 
award of the geological society of london.

Dr nguyen Van Thanh  
Be(hons) 1971, Phd 1975

“In 1966 New Zealand reached out 
to me in Vietnam and touched my 
life. It gave me a scholarship to go to 
New Zealand to study and I selected 
The University of Auckland. In 1975 
I left New Zealand. Twenty seven 
years later ... a knock on my door, 
and a representative of the University 
appeared. We talked and we talked. 
New Zealand had made the first move 
again. The first time I thanked you, the 
second time I was honoured.” 

dr nguyen van Thanh is founder and 
ceo/President of nvT Technologies inc, 
an engineering company spanning many 
states in the United states, and is a notable 
philanthropist. 

After studying at The University of 
Auckland as a vietnamese recipient of a 
colombo Plan scholarship, Thanh moved 
to the United states to join his family from 
vietnam. in 1980 he began nvT, working 
from modest beginnings in his garage. nvT 
undertakes projects designed to improve the 
sustainability, productivity and environmental 
acceptability of its clients’ facilities and 
also provides the operational, management 

and maintenance support to biological and 
physical research facilities, campuses and 
national laboratories. 

Thanh visited his home country in 2002, 
and then became sponsor of two scholarships 
for vietnamese students to study for a 
Phd at The University of Auckland. he is 
commissioner of The smithsonian institution/
national Portrait gallery, to which he has 
made significant donations.

2010 Young Alumna of the Year 
Dr Jessie Jacobsen  
Bsc(hons) 2004, Phd 2008

“I would like to thank those families  
who are affected by Huntington’s 
disease and other neurological 
disorders. It is truly inspiring how they 
share with us what they deal with on 
a day to day basis. This keeps me very 
grounded in our research and why we  
do what we do.”

dr Jessie Jacobsen played a major role 
in developing a sheep model for studying 
huntington’s disease, for which there is 
currently no cure. This work could lead to 
treatment and therapies to provide a better 
future for patients. 

her Phd researching huntington’s disease 
won her the macdiarmid young scientist 
of the year Award in 2007 and awards at 
two international conferences. in 2008, she 
worked for eight months as a postdoctoral 
research fellow in the laboratories of Professor 
richard faull and Professor russell snell. 

in 2007 and 2008 Jessie served on the 
huntington’s disease Association (Auckland) 
committee and in 2008 she was Quizmaster 
of the neurological foundation of new 
zealand Brain Bee national final in Auckland. 

in december 2008 Jessie was awarded 
the neurological foundation of new zealand 
Philip Wrightson Postdoctoral fellowship to 
study with Professor marcy macdonald - part 
of the team that identified the huntington’s 
disease gene in 1993 - at massachusetts 
general hospital and harvard medical 
school in the United states. 

video recordings of the distinguished 
Alumni Awards dinner and the 
distinguished Alumni speaker day 
presentations can be viewed via the 
Alumni and friends Website.  
www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/ 
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STAFF PROFilE

“ Uwe grodd has been, and i think 
will always be, one of the most 
influential people in my life. 

not only is he a really great musician, he is 
one of those rare teachers who are really 
committed to his students and cares about 
them holistically. he knows exactly what to 
tell them and, more importantly, what not to 
tell them before they are ready to hear it. his 
warmth, creativity in approach and wonderful 
personality make every lesson inspirational...”

This praise for Associate Professor of flute, 
Uwe grodd, comes from Tianyi lu, one of 20-
odd of his current students at the school of 
music. incidentally Tianyi, an undergraduate 
flute and conducting student, is one of three 
finalists in the University’s graduation gala 
concerto competition on 6 may – an event 
Uwe will run as conductor of the University’s 
symphony orchestra. 

if you’ve been to a graduation gala 
competition, its predecessor the graduation 
concert, or attended any number of classical 
music events at the University, you’ll have 
seen Uwe grodd in action. Tall and lithe with 
signature longish, wispy graying hair and 
a playful smile, he’ll either be standing on 
a rostrum before a choir or orchestra or be 
among the performing musicians.

Uwe is also well-known in the wider new 
zealand and international classical music 
community. As well as his full-time job at the 
school of music he is music director of both 
Auckland choral – Auckland’s largest choir 
- and the manukau symphony orchestra. 
he regularly performs in new zealand 
and overseas as a solo flautist and guest 
conductor and is increasingly renowned for 
his research and recordings of late 18th and 
early 19th century classical music. in 2000 
this culminated in his receiving first prize at 
the cannes classical Awards for the Best 
18th century orchestral recording for his 
cd of symphonies by Johann Baptist vanhal 
– a mozart contemporary – conducting the 
esterhazy sinfonia, hungary. 

“musically, they don’t come much more 
special than grodd,” the New Zealand 
Herald’s classical music reviewer, William 
dart, wrote recently. “The man redefines what 
it means to be versatile.” 

yet ask Uwe grodd what the highlight of 

his illustrious career has been so far, as i 
did when we met in his upstairs office at the 
school of music, and his answer is intriguing.

“The concert,” he says after thinking about 
it for a while. “for me the highlight is always 
that one hour where the performers and 
audience meet. music is a time art not a 
space art; therefore it is happening only at 
that moment in time. That is a reality that 
can’t be frozen … that’s where i live!” 

Uwe has always lived with music. Born 
in germany in 1958, he grew up in calw, a 
small town in the Black forest, and began 
his musical career at age five or six playing 
the recorder. By the time he was 10 he was 
singing with the local choir which, continuing 
a 300-year-old tradition, performed a Bach 

cantata every saturday afternoon. however, 
while preparing for a performance of the 
Bach B-Minor Mass, his voice broke. 

After that, “there was nothing – just a void” 
until he heard debussy’s syrinx for solo flute 
played in an old romanesque church “and i 
found a new voice at 13, which is pretty late 
to start an instrument”.

over the next few years Uwe studied 
the flute intensively, training under concert 
flautist mary Jaksch in ludwigsburg, then 
Werner Peschke, flautist with the frankfurt 
radio orchestra, at mainz University, and 
later robert Aitken – a famous canadian 
composer, conductor and flautist (and regular 
visitor to The University of Auckland). At 
the same time he developed an interest in 
conducting -  “the ultimate experience of 
bringing a myriad of energies together for 

one reason, one sound!” - and after meeting 
famous conductor sergiu celibidache in 
master classes was inspired to learn the craft. 
“celibidache was an ‘Übermensch’, a genius, 
one of those personalities that changes lives.” 

“for me, careers, flute and conducting 
have always run in parallel,” he says now. “it 
has been fascinating to do both, but i have 
paid a price for it. When you do both, you 
can’t pursue one thing intensely all the time, 
therefore your career starts slowly.” 

in 1983, Uwe arrived in new zealand and 
landed a job in nelson conducting the radio 
nelson chamber orchestra at the nelson 
school of music. The next year he got a part- 
time job teaching flute at The University of 
Auckland and commuted from nelson, not 
wanting to leave his conducting job. “There 
were only ten concerts a year, but it was a 
real orchestra. i also had a choir and a youth 
orchestra to look after. i did all the repertoire 
i wanted and made all the mistakes, so it was 
a perfect apprenticeship.” 

in 1990 Uwe moved to Auckland and 
was appointed to a half-time lectureship in 
flute teaching. soon after he initiated the 
establishment of the University’s annual 
graduation concert (now the graduation 
gala concerts competition), with the 
inaugural one held in 1994. “it’s an old 
european tradition that the music school 
plays a concert at graduation,” he explains. 
“That’s how Brahms wrote the Academic 
Festival Overture which uses the melody of 
Gaudeamus Igitur which we always sing at 
the end of the concerts.”

later the move to a full-time position at 
Auckland enabled Uwe to pursue what has 
become a special passion for shining a light 
on early classical music. he now records 
as an exclusive artist with naxos records 
international, the world’s largest selling 
music label. 

But why early music? 
“When you look at the swiss Alps you see 
mont Blanc,” he responds. “But the region 
itself is impressive as a whole because of all 
the mountains on either side. The problem we 
have today with music from the 18th century 
is that we only look at three peaks: mozart, 

Alive in the moment
Associate Professor uwe Grodd has been called “the busiest musician in town”.  
Tess Redgrave finds out why.

For me the highlight is 
always that one hour 
where the performers and 
audience meet. Music is a 
time art not a space art; 
therefore it is happening 
only at that moment in 
time. That is a reality that 
can’t be frozen … that’s 
where I live!



haydn and Beethoven. But they wrote less 
than one per cent of all the symphonies that 
were written during their lifetime. meaning 
we are basing our understanding of that 
classical period on less than one percent of 
the material – that’s bugged me!” 

As well as vanhal, Uwe has unearthed 
and recorded previously unheard-of works 
by Austrian composer, piano virtuoso and a 
brilliant pupil of mozart’s, Johan nepomuk 
hummel (1778-1837), Joseph martin kraus 
(1756-1792), a composer who is referred 
to as “the swedish mozart” because he 
spent most of his adult life in sweden, and 
Beethoven’s longstanding friend and pupil 
ferdinand ries (1784-1838). 

“it’s an extraordinary thing when you 
take an old manuscript off the shelf,” says 
Uwe. “you have to take it all apart in order 
to understand it and be able to give it a 
scholarly edition. you have to modernise the 
script. Then you have to edit it, add all the 
dynamics and articulations and phrasings 
and so forth. The intense research is where 
you’re working the most, and then you play it 
and then you record it.” 

last year Uwe recorded music for flute 
and piano by franz schubert from his own 
editions and later this year naxos will launch 
previously unheard and unpublished music 
as volume four of ferdinand ries’s nine 
piano concertos, which Uwe recorded with 
the Bournemouth symphony orchestra. 

in the meantime he is stepping out of the 
19th century in July to record new zealand 
composer Jenny mcleod’s adaptation of the 
hans christian Andersen tale The Emperor 
and the Nightingale with the new zealand 
symphony orchestra. “i’ve always performed 
and commissioned new zealand music,” he 
says, “and i think this piece could be as good 
as Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf if only the 
world could hear it. so i’m going to make 
sure the world does!”

But before that, the world will get a 
chance to hear Uwe’s choral interpretation 
of Johannes Brahms’ A German Requiem 
when Auckland choral performs it with the 
Auckland Philharmonia orchestra on 29 may.

early last year Uwe was invited to be 
music director of the choir. despite being “as 
busy as hell” he decided to take it on as an 
opportunity to go back to his roots and those 
early years as a child when he sang in the 
Black forest. 

The Requiem is also very close to his 
heart both because of his german heritage 
and “because the text provides a sense of 
comfort and a sense of your own well-being 
when you hear it. rather than being in 
the catholic tradition of a requiem mass, 
it combines one of the greatest romantic 
composer’s musical writing with a text i can 
relate to 100 percent as a human in this 
world having experienced loss and love. 
really it is an all-embracing work.”

for the last year Uwe has been living with 
the Requiem absorbing and understanding 
the text and the music. The last three months 
have been spent working with the Auckland 
choral’s 100-plus singers.

now it is all coming together with soprano 
ileana otto-Johansen, bass grant dickson 
and the Auckland Philharmonia orchestra 
on board. 

When the conductor steps onto the Town 
hall stage (his “favourite acoustic”) in a 
couple of weeks’ time, he’ll have just on 200 
musicians poised behind him. As he bows 
before the audience and then steps onto the 
rostrum, he will be exactly where he wants to 
be - “alive in the creative moment between 
the audience and myself”. 

www.auckland.ac.nz/gradgala
www.aucklandchoral.com
www.uwe-grodd.com 
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Richard Dawkins live – alumni respond

Known in some quarters as “Darwin’s Rottweiler”, Professor 
Richard Dawkins ignites strong emotions wherever he 
speaks. Alumni tickets to his lecture at the university on 
13 march sold out in just two hours, and tickets to the 
subsequently-organised live screening sold out in less than  
a week. We invited those alumni who attended to share their 
views on Dawkins’ lecture and his arguments. Here is  
a selection of feedback received.

Alumni

richard was a very thought-provoking 
person. it was an honour to experience his 
mind at work. he enhanced my knowledge 
enormously. he presented a great deal of 
well-thought-out factual scientific information. 
it is up to the individual to discern and 
interpret this in their own way, what is right 
for them. i think there is a point where science 
can meet symbolic philosophies; both are 
historically relevant and need continuous 
investigation. – isabel Fish

excellent compelling speaker; i especially 
liked the question and answer session, which 
he handled extremely well. his suggestion 
that evolution needs to be taught to seven 
and eight-year-olds is right on the mark and 
then he gave excellent examples of how the 
evidence could be presented to students of 
this age. – Bruce Clarkson

i respect that Professor dawkins has given up 
much of his professional and personal time 
to educate a wide section of the community 
on the compelling evidence of evolution... 
at a time where dogmatic faith-based belief 
systems are strongly influencing education 
and other policy-making – especially in a 
country as influential (both economically and 
socially) as the UsA. We run a huge risk of our 
secular policy-making, based on reason and 
the scientific method, being supplanted by 
dogma and ignorance. – Robert B Scott

it was too short for any themes to be 
developed in a meaningful way. i am glad i 
had read The Greatest Show on Earth before 
i went as a lot of the talk was taken from that 
or his other books. – Anonymous

excellent explanations with rich detail and 
touches of humour that also showed the depth 
of his knowledge made for a clear speech 
that steadily put a solid argument together. i 
did think it a shame he read from his speech 
– which made the delivery a bit less exciting 
than the information. – Anonymous

it was wonderful to see some of his recent 
original thinking of content not present in 
any of his books. few authors are able to 
accomplish such a feat with that much clarity. 
All of his arguments are accessible (in terms 
of understanding) to every person who has 
the ability to read them; there are no special 
clubs, lineages, experiences or payments 
required in order to see the wonder which 
richard lays bare. – Angus Blair

The fact of your own existence  
is the most astonishing fact you’ll 
ever have to confront. Don’t you 
ever dare say that life is boring, 
monotonous or joyless. 
Professor Richard Dawkins, world-renowned 
and controversial Oxford scientist



many religious people come to the table 
with the premise that there is a creator god 
that fits this definition and with that premise 
examine the evidence. An atheist comes to the 
table with the premise that there is no god 
and with that premise examines the evidence. 
i however am convinced as a creationist 
that if both sides dropped the presumed 
assumptions and let the evidence speak for 
itself and stopped trying to make it fit a theory 
then we would all have to agree that there is 
a creative intelligence behind everything. That 
is why there are so many creationists.  
– Aaron Geddis

i am sometimes puzzled by the continuing 
belief in creationism or intelligent design. 
dawkins did offer two hypotheses as to why 
human beings have such a strong tendency 
to seek supernatural explanations. i must say 
i didn’t think his suggestions were entirely 
adequate. The main underlying problem today 
seems to be simply that many people have 
never had a thorough exposure to science. 
The amount of superstition and pseudo-
science circulating in our local culture is pretty 
startling. science teaching in schools deserves 
a lot more support, along with universities and 
other centres of pure scientific research.  
– Roger Horrocks

40 percent of whose population? i assume 
you are referring to the UsA. Because of who 
colonised America. millions were religious 
refugees fleeing persecution in europe and 
elsewhere. When you are hounded you 
tend to hold fast to beliefs no matter how 
irrational they are. Add to that the huge (tax 
free?) industry that is American televangelism 
and vested interests are going to make sure 
creationism stays alive and well.  
– Peter Smith

Professor richard dawkins’ lecture  
and two exclusive interviews conducted 
by distinguished Professor Brian Boyd 
are available for viewing at the Alumni 
and friends Website:
www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz/uoa/

Because pre-science beliefs, myths, and 
prejudices have become intertwined with the 
development of individuals through parents, 
schools, and religious communities and their 
leaders. Unfortunately, we have yet to find a 
non-religious way of imparting social ethics 
and moral values for the survival of our 
societies devoid of religious dogma.  
– lloyd Evans

creationism does seem to fit the evidence, 
particularly when you look at the evidence for 
yourself and compare it in an unbiased way 
against the two competing theories.  
– Jim Finnigan

The question makes the assumption that 
evolution and creationism are mutually 
exclusive. This is probably the common view 
but there is a broader view of “creationism” 
beyond the literal translation, for example, 
expressed in the Bible. There is little profit 
in my view, except for the populists like 
dawkins, in pitting the evidence for the 
theory of evolution against a belief in a 

creator. The example dawkins used that 
a superior being couldn’t have “twiddled 
the knobs” to make sure the forces were 
“in balance” to allow for the formation of 
our universe is precisely the reason people 
believe in a god. – David English

i think the reason that 40 percent of the 
population of the United states believes in 
creationism over evolution is simple ignorance. 
evolution is not well taught, neither in the Us 
nor in new zealand, and greater education 
about the overwhelming evidence that 
supports the theory is the best way to combat 
this ignorance. if it were better understood, 
that percentage would be much lower.

i think another contributing factor is the 
media’s obsession with presenting so-called 
balanced stories. in an article on evolution 
this often means that the opposing theories 
of evolution and creationism are presented 
as equally valid and equally supported by 
evidence, when in reality they are not. 
– laura niall

Editor’s note: in a New Zealand Listener 
survey of 2006, 33 percent of respondents 
said they believe that “all changes to and 
development of our natural world over time 
are directly due to divine intervention by a 
god or higher being” and 23 percent said they 
believe that “the world was created by god in 
six days as described in the book of genesis in 
the christian Bible”.

in his latest book, The Greatest Show on Earth, Richard Dawkins refers to 
the “40-percenters”:

“i shall be using the name ‘history-deniers’ for those people who deny 
evolution: who believe the world’s age is measured in thousands of years 
rather than thousands of millions of years, and who believe humans walked 
with dinosaurs. They constitute more than 40 percent of the American 
population. The equivalent figure is higher in some countries, lower in others, 
but 40 percent is a good average and i shall from time to time refer to the 
history-deniers as the ‘40-percenters’.”

We asked alumni attendees why they thought 40 percent of the population 
favours creationism.

richard dawkins signs copies of his book  
The Greatest Show On Earth after his lecture.
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 during a lecture to enthralled medicinal 
chemistry students, the remarkably 
youthful and engaging 90-year-old 

expressed his delight at how far the University 
had come over the last 70 years. 

When cedric hassall did his msc degree in 
the early 1940s the University was still young; 
postgraduates had to head overseas to do 
Phds; and molecular biology and bio-organic 
chemistry were hardly born.

After seeing Professor margaret Brimble’s 
medicinal chemistry laboratories and touring 
the chemistry department with the head, 
Professor Jim metson, cedric described the 
laboratories as “a world-class facility doing 
research of a very high standard”.

cedric was a most interesting and 
interested visitor to the department, Jim 
said. “in addition to his ready engagement 
with research students, with the academics, 
and his visits to the major research facilities, 
he was particularly interested in the 
undergraduate teaching laboratories. he 
noted that the health of a department in a 
laboratory-based discipline such as chemistry 
was most apparent in its teaching facilities.”

A fellow of the royal society (frs) and 
a fellow of the royal society of chemistry 
(frsc), this cosmopolitan member of the 

international chemistry fraternity has spent 
the last two and a half decades of his 
“retirement” advising on science and medical 
research in universities as far-flung as china, 
Africa, malaysia, india and the middle east.

cedric’s enthusiasm for biochemistry is 
as lively as ever. “These are exciting times 
for the scientist engaged in research on 
natural products,” he said, referring to the 
remarkable advances in instrumentation 
which now allow the study of macromolecules 
in processes such as photosynthesis.

he regaled his younger lecture audience 
with stories of the hazards of working in 
the laboratories of the late 1940s. “highly 
flammable solvents were distilled on benches 
next to naked gas lights,” he said.

“cedric’s willingness to engage with the 
younger generation of medicinal chemists 
on this special occasion provided them 
with an exceptional role model,” margaret 
Brimble said. “it was inspiring to hear him 
not only recount his successful career as an 
educator and an academic with a passion 
for his subject (medicinal chemistry) but also 
his illustrious career as a successful scientist 
and entrepreneur.” 

in 1945 cedric met cambridge’s first 
professor of biochemistry, nobel laureate 

Professor sir frederick gowland hopkins, who 
in 1932 wrote: “if chemistry is to provide the 
help that biology so urgently needs it must 
approach living organisms not as chemical 
stores but as seats of chemical events.” 

Those words made a strong impression on 
the then young cedric, who focused his own 
research primarily on the organic chemistry 
of molecules of value to medicine.

With another nobel laureate, lord 
Todd, he researched new antibiotics at 
the University of cambridge. After he 
became the first professor of chemistry at 
the then new University of the West indies 
his research included investigations into a 
local condition known as vomiting sickness. 
This was shown to be due to a previously 
unknown amino-acid, hypoglycin, isolated 
from the ackee fruit of the Blighia sapida 
and first brought to Jamaica by captain 
Bligh. At the University of swansea, Wales, 
he continued researching biologically active 
natural compounds before transferring 
to roche Products ltd as the director of 
research in Britain and coordinator of 
chemistry for the parent company hoffmann 
la-roche.

it was during this phase he designed new 
medicines. in new zealand, if you have high 
blood pressure you may well be treated with 
“inhibace”, a potent Ace-inhibitor he designed.

cedric and his wife, dr June hassall, 
now live half the year in Whitianga on the 
coromandel Peninsula and the other half 
in Westoning, in Bedfordshire, england – 
conveniently located between cambridge, 
oxford, heathrow and london. cedric is 
currently completing a popular science book, 
provisionally titled Younger When Older, 
which brings together research relating to 
ageing and the factors that lead to living 
longer and more comfortably. he is a strong 
believer in the way that our minds influence 
our health, as well as the critical effects of 
diet and exercise. 

“i believe it’s very important to accept that 
as human beings our good health and comfort 
are related to our attitudes and our enjoyment 
of the life which we have come to experience.” 

Medicinal chemistry 
pioneer returns
internationally renowned biochemist and alumnus Cedric Hassall paid the Chemistry 
Department a return visit in February. 

Alumni PROFilE



Law aims for the top

This is the third in a series on the future of the University and the 2012 “leading the Way” campaign – where 
vision, strategic planning and philanthropy meet. 

“ A great law school must contribute 
to the issues of the day,” says 
Professor Paul rishworth, dean of 

the faculty of law. Acting on that principle, 
the faculty has identified commercial, public, 
international and environmental law as 
key areas of expertise where it can make a 
tangible difference to current practice. faculty 
research is especially strong in these areas.

 “law lies at the heart of most human 
enterprises, whether it is in setting the 
rules for markets and commerce, resolving 
commercial and property disputes, 
establishing systems of government, or 
reckoning with global problems such as 
climate change, terrorism and the movement 
of peoples,” explains Paul.

The Auckland law school’s aim is to be in 
the top tier of the world’s law schools and, 
according to Paul, this is an ambitious but 
also very realistic vision.

in 2006, an international review panel 
concluded it was a very good law school 
with national and international standing. it 
recommended how it can achieve “greatness”, 
noting that “in public and commercial law the 
school’s senior staff are world authorities”. 

The foundation of a great law school rests 
on its ability to recruit and retain the best 
academic staff. This requires the support 
of, and integration with, the wider law 
community. “There is a vital synergy between 
legal academia and law practice,” says Paul. 
law scholars can look at the bigger picture. 
They also provide the principled analysis of 
law that assists policy-makers, lawyers and 
judges in their day-to-day work. in turn, the 
interface with the external legal community 
exposes academics to new and developing 
legal problems.

The profession has been offering 
increased support in recent years by 
providing moot judges, specialised course 
teachings and, not least, funding. Partnering 
with the law community is crucial if the 
Auckland law school is to remain a top-tier 
school that contributes better solutions to 
global problems, and also helps  
new zealand society.

A key part of the Auckland law School’s vision for the future is to find better solutions  
to past – and future – legal issues. Andrea Rudy finds out how it is going to achieve this.

CAmPAiGn
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CAmPAiGn

 law lies at the heart of all human 
interactions, from family disputes 
and international trade to regulating 

pollution levels, music piracy and everything 
in between. our interactions are infinitely 
various and, according to Professor Peter 
Watts a self-possessed academic lawyer 
who happens to be a world expert in several 
branches of commercial law, there is no 
mechanical system to address our ever-
changing connections. if problems could 
be resolved by formulae, we wouldn’t need 
lawyers. 

sitting down in his relaxed office where 
old (first editions of law books and dusty 
lithographs of bygone judges) meets new 
(electronic databases and daily e-notices 
of the latest overseas cases), it is easy to 
see how tightly intertwined past and future 
law-making really is. lying amongst the 
tidy and not-so-tidy piles of papers, folders 
and books dotting the floor is the work of a 
scholar whose contributions to his profession 
have made him a well-known and frequently 
consulted expert worldwide. 

The content of the law is often contentious 
and even where this is not the case it is easy 
for a court to reach the wrong result. The 
fact that judges are not specialists, combined 
with the pressure of time, make occasional 
errors inevitable. counsel arguing a case 
can also misunderstand the significance of 
past cases and existing statutory provisions. 
This is where commercial law academics 
contribute to the community. They deliver 
critical commentary on the day-to-day work 
of the courts and provide analytical strength 
in the constant demand to provide optimal 
answers to new questions; not just for judges 
but for practising lawyers as well. in turn, 
dialogue with practising lawyers keeps the 

Commercial law – anything but static

With philanthropic support from alumni, 
the wider law community and friends, the 
Auckland law school is setting its sights on 
becoming a global player. in Paul’s words, 

The Auckland Law 
School’s aim is to be 
in the top tier of the 
world’s law schools and, 
according to Paul, this is 
an ambitious but also very 
realistic vision.

An example of a well-targeted gift is the 
$100,000 donated by alumnus greg horton 
(llB hons/Bcom 1993) and his wife shelley. 
When fully subscribed this fund will support 
student scholarships, faculty fellowships and 
two research centre directorships. 

greg is one of a number of accomplished 
alumni who, after graduation, went on to 
great success before returning to support 
his university. he worked at leading new 
zealand and Us firms before becoming 
a partner in harmos horton lusk ltd, an 
Auckland-based specialist law firm that is also 
actively supporting commercial law students 
through an annual $10,000 scholarship.

“it is vitally important for new zealand 
law, for the national legal profession, for 
our graduates and for the law school itself 
to ensure that it is, and is seen to be, an 
internationally recognised law school with a 
global vision”.



academic community abreast of current 
legal issues in the world of business, often 
before disputes arise.

“There are endless examples,” says Peter. 
one in particular that comes to mind is a 
case where a Jamaican footballer travelled 
to the Uk in search of a club position. With 
the season about to start and time running 
out, he signed on to a sports agency to find 
him a placement. Acting as his agent, the 
company secured him a spot on the dundee 
football club, and took 10 percent of his 
salary as the agreed commission. shortly 
afterwards, the club contacted the agency for 
its help in obtaining the player a work permit. 
The agency subsequently did, but charged 
a premium of £3,000 based on the urgent 
nature of the request.

for about a year and a half everything 
went well but then the agency and player 
had a falling out. The latter brought a 
suit for breach of fiduciary duty against 
the agency for helping the club obtain his 
work permit for a fee. Although the £3,000 
was far less than the 10 percent player 
commission, the english court took a strong 
stance on the case because of the potential 
for corruption when an agent works for both 
sides in a negotiation. not only was the 
agency stripped of the £3,000 fee, but it 
lost all the commission. This last step Peter 
sees as an error.

his article on the case for the Law 
Quarterly Review led to his being consulted 
(without fee) by english counsel for the 
agency, who sought leave to appeal to 
the house of lords on the basis of Peter’s 
reasoning. The case having already been 
through three levels of court, it is perhaps 
not surprising that the house did not grant 
leave for a fourth hearing. Peter nonetheless 
maintains that the line of cases relied upon 

by the lower courts misconceived both 
equitable and common law principle. his 
research may one day have an impact, 
however, because there are already two 
other english disputes on the same point. 
other published work of his has been used 
successfully to obtain leave from england’s 
highest court, and the current president of 
that court recently referred to one of his 
articles in his judgment.

recently he published Directors’ Powers 
and Duties, a detailed treatment of the 
division of power between shareholders and 
directors, duties of care and skill, the duty to 
act in the company’s best interests, and the 
duty not to profit from position. he is about to 
finalise the manuscript for the latest edition 
of the commonwealth’s leading text on the 
law of agency, Bowstead & Reynolds on 
Agency, which has been through 19 editions 
since first being published in 1896.

it is this type of comprehensive scholarship 
that provides the basis for new rulings, 
guidance to commercial lawyers and an 
essential learning tool for students.

What could be considered a complicated 
and dense topic to someone outside 
commercial law is thankfully a passion for 
Peter and other experts. “it’s like a hobby, 
solving legal problems,” he says when 
describing his enthusiasm for the field. “i’m 
endlessly fascinated by finding rational 
solutions to disputes.” Without this dedication 
and contribution to the discipline, those of us 
working in almost any other industry might 
one day be faced with a less just result in a 
legal dispute. 

so if law is at the heart of all human 
interaction, perhaps it could be said that 
academic law is often at the heart of 
commercial disputes. 

What could be considered 
a complicated and dense 
topic to someone outside 
commercial law is 
thankfully a passion for 
Peter and other experts. 
“It’s like a hobby, solving 
legal problems; I’m 
endlessly fascinated by 
finding rational solutions 
to disputes.

Make your best 
business decision. Ever.
The Auckland MBA™ | The NZ Executive MBA
The Master of Management | The Postgraduate Diploma in Business

www.gse.auckland.ac.nz | 0800 227 337
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Instant fame
Alumna, University Phd candidate and former 
professional dancer marianne schultz (mlitt, 
2009) won Best research (nz) at this year’s 
documentary edge festival for her film Dance 
of the Instant.

While researching for her honours degree, 
marianne became interested in “The new 
dance group”, a Wellington dance collective 
active from 1945 to 1947, which she 
describes as “the first group of people to do 
modern dance in new zealand”. The dark, 
international focus of their work reflected their 
post-World War Two environment. 

marianne approached filmmaker shirley 
horrocks with her research. With her 
background in documenting art, shirley was 
the perfect person to produce and direct new 
zealand’s first historical dance documentary. 

marianne recreated dances based on 
archival footage. “The physical reconstruction 
was a challenge for the dancers,” says 
marianne. “They didn’t have much reference 
for the types of movements i was asking 
them to do.” her young dancers found it 
difficult to recreate the intensity of the original 
performers, who were “living through a really 
horrible time”.

Dance of The Instant also won Best short 
documentary (nz) and Best educational 
documentary (nz) at the documentary edge 
festival, held in Auckland and Wellington. 

Find out about the university's Postgraduate 
Week, 17-21 may.
www.auckland.ac.nz/postgradweek

POSTGRADuATES



NATASHA BECKmAN (mA 1999) is 
currently the manager of london’s Urban 
soul orchestra - a contemporary and 
versatile string ensemble with a groovy 
twist, incorporating different elements 
such as percussion, bass, dJ and vocals. 
natasha has worked in arts management 
since graduating. she spent several years at 
Auckland museum working in a number of 
different roles and was the first visual Arts 
and Public Programmes coordinator for the 
Auckland festival in 2007. international work 
includes an internship at the smithsonian 
institution (Washington dc) and working 
as visual Arts officer for the Arts council, 
england. As well as managing Urban soul 
she is a contract orchestral manager and 
ran the BBc Proms at the royal Albert hall 
in 2007 and the BBc electric Proms at the 
roundhouse in 2008. 

ANTHONy HOETE (BARCH 1990) has 
broken new ground by using one million lego 
blocks to clad a school façade in the borough 
of hillingdon, in west london. Anthony is 
the founding partner of Uk-based WhAT 
architecture. he is no stranger to school 
typology, having won a royal institute of 
British Architects Award (riBA) in 1997 for 
his rooftop nursery daycare centre in east 
london, which included a lurid green playing 
space. Anthony held design workshops with 
hillingdon pupils who were asked to design 
a 380 x 380mm lego motif, which was then 
stored on a database and incorporated in 
the façade panel. lego bricks were supplied 
from denmark.

VANESSA JOHNSON (BA 2000, GRAD 
DIP TCHG (PRImARy) 2004) began writing 
her first “chick lit” book in 1996. now Penguin 
have just published her first book Lush about 
lydia kyriacos, who lives in a stylish flat in 
notting hill gate, has a successful banker 
boyfriend, a great job in the West end and 
friends who can always be relied on to keep 
the party going. But something’s not right.

RACHEl PARIS (llB(HONS) BA 2000)
broke new ground in the new zealand legal 
community when she was recently promoted 
to partner at commercial law firm, Bell gully. 
she is the first partner to be appointed in a 
part-time capacity at her firm.

While combining her legal profession with 
motherhood, rachel also pursues an interest 
in media and film – co-authoring a feature 
film screenplay currently in production with 
south Pacific Pictures. “The screenplay project 
is a way of leading by example to my younger 
colleagues that they need not be confined 
to the role of ‘traditional’ lawyer,” she says. 
“We can pursue our passions and contribute 
to the cultural fabric of new zealand while 
maintaining office jobs.”

rachel began her legal career at Bell gully 
in 2000 after graduating with a conjoint 
law and arts degree, coming top of law 
school and her honours programme. in 
2003, she came first at harvard law school 
in the specialist international finance llm 
Programme with her dissertation, cited as 
“influential” by a Wall Street Journal editorial 
in december 2007. While at Allen & overy’s 
projects group in london (2003-2005), rachel 

advised blue-chip clients on the financing 
and structuring of major infrastructure 
and acquisition projects. later, at leading 
Uk media law firm, olswang, she advised 
companies such as disney and Warner Bros 
on film production financing. last year rachel 
won an emerging leaders Award at the sir 
Peter Blake Trust’s leadership Awards.

AlISA WIllIS, (BmUS 2000, BmUS 
(HONS) mUSIC 2001) is the new Associate 
Principal flute with the Auckland Philharmonic 
orchestra. 

lIZ FARREll (BmUS 2002, 
BmUS(HONS)2003), a flautist has started 
a fixed contract with kiel Philharmonisches 
orchester. 

lIAm mAllETT (BmUS 2004, BmUS 
(HONS) 2005 (HONS)) also a flautist has 
started his trial at the gothenburg symphony 
orchestra.

If you would like your contemporaries 
to know what you are up to, email the 
editor: ingenio@auckland.ac.nz

Alumni

Alumni achievers

GREG SANG (BE 1989) was the project 
director for the world’s tallest building – 
the Burj khalifa in dubai. The $1.5 billion 
“vertical city”, officially opened in January 
this year, is the tallest man-made structure 
ever, at 828 metres. greg sang works 
for developer emaar Properties and was 
responsible for all aspects of the building’s 
design and construction, overseeing a 
team of the world’s best engineers. At the 
official opening by dubai’s ruler, sheikh 
mohammed Bin rashid Al maktoum, greg 
told international media that the Burj has 
“refuge floors” at 25 to 30-storey intervals 
that are more fire resistant and have 
separate air supplies in case of emergency. 
The tower’s reinforced concrete structure, 
he said, makes it more impact-resistant 
than steel-frame skyscrapers. 

greg’s next challenge will be an even 
taller tower - the kingdom Tower (over one 
kilometre tall) planned for Jeddah, saudi 
Arabia.  
www.burjkhalifa.ae
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Alumni nEWS

Alumni & Friends Events Calendar 2010  
(May-November)

Auckland (graduation gala concerto competition) Thursday 6 may
london Thursday 10 June
shanghai (nz Universities Alumni reception) monday 14 June
hong kong Thursday 17 June
Beijing Thursday 17 June
Wellington Thursday 26 August
Auckland (golden graduates) Wednesday 8 september
new york monday 13 september
Auckland (All Black Alumni event) Wednesday 29 september
Whangarei Wednesday 17 november

Please note informal Alumni & friends events being run by our volunteer Alumni coordinators (vAcs) both locally and 
overseas will be promoted directly to alumni living in their catchment area.

for further information or to ensure you receive an invitation to an event being held in your area please visit  
www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz/update to update your details.

Distinguished Alumni Awards nominations

The University of Auckland has bestowed 78 distinguished Alumni Awards since 1996. With an alumni database of over 132,000 we are asking 
alumni and staff to put forward suggestions of who else our selection committee should consider for this honour.
either email us a suggestion at alumni.auckland.ac.nz or download and fill out a nomination form by visiting www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz.
nominations close for 2011, on Wednesday 30 June 2010. The awards are presented at the Distinguished Alumni Awards Dinner in march 
in Auckland. 

Among the University’s distinguished alumni are (from left to right) The hon. Tuilaepa malielegaoi, chris liddell, dame lynley dodd, sir ron carter, Professor ngaire Woods

Young Alumnus/Alumna  
of the Year Award
The young Alumnus/Alumna of the year award was introduced in 2006 to 
recognise alumni under the age of 35 who have already shown outstanding 
achievement in their careers. Previous award winners are dr david skilling 
(2006), mahe drysdale (2007), John chen (2008), Toa fraser (2009) and  
dr Jessie Jacobsen (2010). 

To norminate someone please visit  
www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz to download a form

John Chen (2008) 

Alumni nEWS

Dr Jessie Jacobsen (2010)



SPORT

AuSTRAliA
Brisbane 
Allanah Johnston, a.johnston@business.uq.edu.au 

melbourne
rupert saint, rupert.saint@bigpond.com 

Perth
Anne morrell, anne@sgc.com.au 

Sydney
george Barker, Barkerg@law.anu.edu.au
regan van Berlo, rvb@karaka.com.au 

CAnADA
Calgary 
Allison hall, allisonhall77@hotmail.com

CHinA
Beijing
vivian (yang) Jiao, vivianny@gmail.com
Joy (fengxin) ding, dingfengxin@bfsu.edu.cn

Chengdu
hua Xiang, xianghua@swufe.edu.cn 

Hong Kong
raymond Tam, tmkraymond@yahoo.com.hk

Shanghai
vincent cheung, agl_vincentcheung@live.hk

EuROPE
Germany
Philipp schuster, philippschuster@hotmail.com

Scandinavia
duncan lithgow, duncan@lithgow-schmidt.dk

Belgium 
ken Baker, eualumni@skynet.be
Ken also welcomes contact from alumni in Europe 
where there is no VAC in their area.

iSRAEl
ofir goren, ofir.goren@solcon.co.il 

inDOnESiA
Jakarta
iman Paryudi, paryudi@rediffmail.com

JAPAn
Tokyo
simon hollander, nzhikozaemon@yahoo.co.jp

mAlAYSiA
Kuala lumpur 
kc yong, keecyong@streamyx.com

International alumni network
if you live in or near any of the areas below and would like to be involved with local alumni, we 
encourage you to make contact with your Volunteer Alumni Co-ordinator (VAC). if you would like to 
consider being a VAC for your area, then please contact Jamie Himiona at j.himiona@auckland.ac.nz 
for further information. 

SinGAPORE
Anne dumas, annetran160@hotmail.com

TAiWAn
Taipei 
mago hsiao, mago.hsiao@nzte.govt.nz 

uSA
New Hampshire
rushan sinnaduray,  
rsinnaduray@exetercongchurch.org

New york 
rosena sammi, rosena@rosenasammi.com 

Philadelphia 
nai-Wei shih, naiweishih@hotmail.com

Texas 
Jyoti maisuria, j.maisuria@gmail.com 

Washington, DC 
ruby manukia, rbmanukia@yahoo.com 
San Francisco  
Tanja srebotnjak,  
tanja.srebotnjak@ecologic.institute.ac.nz

nEW ZEAlAnD 
Auckland
Wayne huang, wayne@seenet.co.nz

Wellington
marion corrden, marioncorrden@clear.net.nz

UAPA – Pacific Alumni 
nuhisifa Williams, ns.williams@auckland.ac.nz

Pharmacy in New Zealand
natasha Bell, nbel020@aucklanduni.ac.nz

Currently in process of setting up 
• korea in new zealand
• chinese in new zealand
• Adelaide, Australia
• shanghai, china

We are currently searching  
for VACS in these regions
• vancouver, canada
• seoul, korea
• chandigarh, india
• Whangarei, new zealand
• hamilton, new zealand

if you would like to put yourself forward for any of these positions, please contact Jamie Himiona with 
your CV at: j.himiona@auckland.ac.nz

The host family scheme enables international 
students to enjoy kiwi hospitality and to 
share their experiences. now in its fifth year, 
the scheme offers great social occasions for 
everyone involved. 

We are always on the lookout for new 
families to add to our list, as the popularity  
of hosting international students for a dinner 
is increasing.

This is a great chance for alumni and 
staff to become more involved with the 
University and its students in a very social 
and enjoyable way. 

read more on the Alumni and friends 
website, www.alumni.auckland.ac.nz, under 
benefits.
if you are interested in hosting students  
to dinner contact Judith Grey:  
email j.grey@auckland.ac.nz or  
telephone: (09) 373-7599, ext. 82309.

Host family 
dinner

Alumni nOTiCEBOARD
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In brief
Recently published books by Auckland 
alumni

Walls to Kick 
and Hills to 
Sing From: A 
Comedy with 
Interruptions, 
published by 
AuP, is a new 
poetry collection 
from alumnus 

and associate professor of drama, murray 
edmond (BA 1972, Phd english 1997). 

Arranged in six acts, “exposition”, 
“complication”, “revelation”, “Peripety”, 
“catastrophe” and “dénouement”, 
it merrily experiments with voice and 
performance, including, in various forms, 
monologues, dialogues, choruses, songs, 
scene sets and storyboards. murray, who 
has taught theatre and drama at The 
University of Auckland for 25 years, is the 
editor of the peer-reviewed poetry journal 
Ka Mate Ka Ora. his poems are included 
in Contemporary New Zealand Poets in 
Performance (AUP). 

Rhinehold the Mouse 
When alumna di Batchelor (Bed 1999) 
was a teenager she kept two pet mice, 
henry and Anabel, in the glasshouse 
where she propagated plants after school. 

years later, at Teachers college and 
researching children’s author dr seuss, 
di says she found almost every sentence 
she heard magically translated into a 
dr seuss-type rhyming couplet. she used 
this new-found gift to entertain her young 
nieces with a story and pictures drawn 
from her own memory. The result is 
Rhinehold the Mouse, published by 
fraser books. 

If you have published a book in the 
last six months, or will do so in the 
next, email the editor:  
ingenio@auckland.ac.nz

South-West of Eden 
“i said many times i would not write autobiography – partly because it
might signal, either to my inner self, or to others, a “signing off” as a
writer; and partly because i did not want to mark off areas that were fact
in my life from those that might yet be invented. fiction likes to move,
disguised and without a passport, back and forth across that border, and
prefers it should be unmarked and without check-points.” 

happily, distinguished Alumnus ck stead (BA 1954, mA 1955, dliTT 
1982) has changed his mind. in C.K. Stead South-West of Eden: A memoir 
1932-1956, published by Auckland University Press, he writes of a life “lived 
by history” – running wild in cornwall Park, joining the labour Party aged 

seven, and discovering poetry in a third-form english class. in a virtuoso performance, ck stead 
wonderfully illuminates 23 years of his time and his place. 

note: ck stead has just won Britain’s Sunday Times short story competition with his story “last 
season’s man”. his poem “ischaemia” won first place in the open section at the 2010 international 
hippocratic Prize for Poetry and medicine.

Fletchers 
“The idea that an old company is superior is nonsense. A business is only 
as good as the people that are in it at the time.”

Who would deny Jc fletcher’s dispassionate assessment of business 
reality? most of new zealand’s great business icons of the twentieth 
century have withered, disappeared or been swallowed by other firms. 
But a century after James fletcher began his work in dunedin in 1909, 
fletcher Building continues to perform as one of new zealand’s largest 
and most trusted companies, with a significant international presence.

Fletchers: A centennial history of Fletcher Building by alumnus Paul 
goldsmith (BA 1992, mA 1995), published by david ling to mark 100 

years of fletchers, tells the story of how fletchers, in its many manifestations over the decades, has 
transformed new zealand’s built environment by constructing such renowned structures as The 
University of Auckland’s clockTower and the museum of new zealand: Te Papa Tongarewa. equally, 
the company has helped shape the country’s economic development by creating efficiencies of scale 
in construction and building materials, and by pioneering many new industries.

Beyond contempt 
This book by alumnus Tony stroobant (Phd Theology 2007) asks why, 
despite much progress in Jewish-christian relations over recent decades, 
there is still christian anti-Jewishness in the everyday life of the church. Why 
does it seem so deep-rooted and difficult to educate against?

As well as tracing the origins of christian anti-Jewishness and 
examining some of the negative stereotypes regarding Jews and Judaism, 
Beyond Contempt: Removing Anti-Jewishness from Christian Worship, 
published by the faith & order committee, methodist church of new 
zealand/Te haahi Weteriana o Aotearoa, offers practical strategies for 
eliminating anti-Jewishness from christian worship.

Tony, who is currently christian co-President of the new zealand council of christians and 
Jews and a methodist minister in Auckland, suggests his book will interest those responsible for 
leading worship, as well as those concerned for improving interfaith relationships. 

Sara Hughes
This publication is an overview of the work of artist alumna sara 
hughes (BfA 2000, mfA 2002) from the past seven years, containing 
two essays by german authors, christoph Tannert and christina vegh. 

sara’s work has an ongoing concern with “what we see” and “how we 
see” and she is interested in the structures through which information is 
communicated, particularly in relation to our media-saturated world that 
has become mediated and regulated by information flow. 

her current projects investigate imagery and data relating to patterns 
of behaviour and configurations of spectacle and national identity as 

portrayed through the use of colour, consumerism and propaganda. Sara Hughes: Feedback 
Runaway is published by revolver. 

Alumni BOOKS
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visual arts are central to the new 
zealand education system, and have 
held a correspondingly strong position  

in teacher education. 
Teacher training facilities established art 

collections long before universities, using the 
art works they acquired as teaching resources 
to demonstrate techniques as well as to 
enhance cultural appreciation and awareness 
in trainee teachers. consequently, among the 
assets acquired in the merger of the Auckland 
college of education with the University on 
1 september 2004 were over 280 art works 
produced by staff and students from the 
college’s long history. 

rich in ceramics and textiles, the epsom 
collection has brought diversity to the 
University’s art collection, and also distinct 
value, with its strong representation of mäori 
and Pasifika artists, many of whom trained to 
be teachers at Ace. 

conveniently, delving into the epsom 
collection leads to encounters with signposts 
marking the history of art education in 
Auckland. The earliest work in the collection 
is a watercolour of a street in rouen, dated 

1930, by ivy copeland. in 1926, 31-year-
old ivy copeland (1895-1961) became the 
first elam-trained graduate to be appointed 
as a lecturer at the then Auckland Training 
college. With her flair for portraiture and 
love of colour, she empowered her students 
to wield their coloured chalks with confidence. 

fond memories of miss copeland have 
been recorded, with one student quoted in 
the recent history of the college declaiming 
that “her hints were a revelation… from 
being unable to draw faces i learned to do 
quite passable portraits in pastels, and my 
blackboard pictures had depth and life.” 

despite such appreciative remarks, ivy 
copeland left her position after only four years.

Art teaching lapsed at Auckland until 1940 
when scottish-born robert donn (1878-1968) 
was transferred north from dunedin. Trained 
at the glasgow school of Art where the arts 
and crafts movement reigned, with integration 
of design and craft with fine art, donn 
encouraged the decorative arts at the college, 
including mural decoration, bookbinding, 
needlework, pottery and metalwork. one 
of his second-year students was Bob lowry 

ART

(1912-1963) who in 1941 began handsetting 
the type and designing linocut covers for the 
college magazine Manuka. 

After two years, donn left Auckland and the 
canadian J.d.charlton edgar (1903-1976) 
took over as head of the art department, 
where he remained until 1965. By 1960, the 
art department under edgar’s leadership 
had gathered enough ballast to present an 
exhibition of art by past and present students 
as part of the Auckland festival. 

Manuka noted that this occasioned “the 
first presentation of [ralph] hotere’s work to 
the public and it is a tribute to mr edgar’s 
perception that he gave so much wall space 
to an hitherto virtually unheard-of painter”. 

during edgar’s time at Auckland, the 
department of education revisited its 1949 
decision to consign third-year students 
specialising in art and craft to dunedin. 
several marine-themed paintings from the 
1980s in the epsom collection by Peter 
smith (b.1925) are a record of the arrival in 
1953 of an important and creative educator 
who set up a training course for secondary 
school art teachers at Auckland Teachers’ 
college. his intake of students was limited 
to graduates from the country’s only two art 
schools: the canterbury college school of Art 
and the elam school of fine Arts at Auckland 
University college.

Peter smith’s students were often only a 
few years his junior: for example sculptor 
Arnold manaaki Wilson (b.1928), who had 
been elam’s first mäori graduate in 1955. 
students of smith’s who would go on to 
become influential educators themselves, 
include Ted Bracey (1936-2009) and Quentin 
macfarlane (b.1935).

While most of the art works in the epsom 
collection date from the latter part of the 
twentieth century, the collection continues 
to develop with acquisitions of works by 
important graduates, such as expatriate artist 
Bill culbert (b.1935). 

in 2005, the school of Pasifika education 
commissioned a work by the celebrated Papua 
new guinean artist, educator and elam 
school of fine Arts graduate daniel Waswas 
(b.1973). in this work, Waswas celebrates the 
value of education in fine arts at Auckland, 
and the opportunity it has given him for 
self-expression. This painting’s theme is the 
integration of mind, body and spirit; and in it 
the artist has attempted to depict bringing an 
inner world into the outer world of concrete 
reality. his aim, appropriately enough, was 
to illustrate pictorially the latin origins of the 
word “education”, meaning to lead out.

Art at Epsom
When the Auckland College of Education merged with 
the university in 2004, the university’s art collection was 
significantly enriched, as linda Tyler reports.

daniel Waswas (b.1973) I See You Too, 2007, 
acrylic on canvas
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STuDEnT liFE

The United nations climate change 
conference in copenhagen last 
december was billed as the world’s 

best chance to achieve the next major 
breakthrough since signing the kyoto Protocol 
in 1997. 

Apart from the government officials, there 
were thousands of ngo observer delegates 
at the conference. The record numbers of 
45,000 registrations (despite the fact that 
the venue could only hold 15,000 people 
at one time) and attendance by 120 heads 
of state and government raised the climate 
discussions to a new level. 

official Un statistics show intensive 
negotiations were conducted over 1,000 
official, informal and group meetings. 
observers discussed climate change in more 
than 400 meetings, and media attended 
over 300 press conferences. There were 
over 200 side events and 220 exhibitions 
presenting the latest views on topics from 
building a resilient community to evaluating 
the effectiveness of the clean development 
mechanism and various technical, marketing 
and financial solutions, not to mention 
“green” products promotion by corporates 
from diverse sectors.

Along with the other 11 members of the 
new zealand youth delegation (nzyd) i 

went to copenhagen hoping that a fair, 
ambitious and legally binding international 
treaty on climate change issues would be 
produced. The nzyd was formed last year 
with the main objectives of supporting 
positive decision-making by the government 
delegations as well as presenting the new 
zealand government with the new zealand 
youth Policy document. our accredited 
observer status gained us entry passes, 
allowing us inside the Bella centre, where 
the official negotiations were held. This 
means that we were allowed to observe the 
negotiations, except those that took place 
behind closed doors.

Before and during the conference, our 
delegation mainly worked on projects in three 
teams: communications, policy and actions. 

The policy team was responsible for 
producing the new zealand youth Policy 
document through engagement with local 
youth around the country, as well as for 
understanding what was going on each day 
in different paths of negotiation, explaining 
it back to our group, and deciding where 
we could use our energy to affect what was 
going on at the daily meetings with the 
government delegation. 

The actions team took care of the logistics 
for our major campaigns. This meant 
presenting messages from youth on a  
10 metre by six-metre Team new zealand 
spinnaker donated by the sir Peter Blake 
Trust and in letters to our Prime minister, 
as well as collaborating with international 
youth delegations on the organisation of 
the conference of youth, a capacity-building 
and strategy-planning forum. This was held 
before the Un climate change conference 
for more than 1000 youth delegates from all 
over the world. 

The communications team was in charge 
of writing press releases, interacting with 
new zealand and international media, and 
making speeches as well as producing a daily 
electronic newsletter during the conference, 
which briefly summarised nzyd’s stance on 
the negotiations from that day, highlights of 
the negotiation scenes and how youth back 
home could influence the policy. 

With respect to the outcomes of the 
conference, namely the copenhagen 
Accord produced on the last day, it reflected 
progress in a number of areas such as the 
copenhagen green climate fund that 
provides aid for developing countries to 
face the impacts of severe climate change, 
and guidance on improvements to the clean 
development mechanism and deforestation 
policy. however, the accord was non-binding 
and the emission-cutting targets in the 
accord were weak and unclear, which poses 
challenges for the upcoming negotiations to 
lift this agreement to a stronger legal treaty. 

While it is easy to believe that the failure 
to achieve a treaty in copenhagen would 
sap momentum for moving forward, a lot 
is happening to build on the actions of 
individual nations in spite of the lack of a 
legally binding international agreement. i 
was delighted by new zealand’s initiative on 
leading a global research Alliance with 28 
other states to reduce the emission intensity 
of agriculture. With the agriculture sector 
contributing to a third of global greenhouse 
gas emissions and half of our country’s 
emission, i believe this is an area where  
new zealand has a huge potential to make  
a substantial difference on a global scale.

With the next Un climate change talks 
in mexico approaching this november, it 
should be noted the copenhagen talk was 
just the end of the beginning, as pointed 
out by mexico’s chief delegate fernando 
Tudela. “We do not want to get ensnared in 
the legal stuff so that we will be prevented 
from moving. What we want is to achieve 
a sensible global mobilisation… if a legally 
binding treaty is possible and helps, we 
are all for it. But it’s not a pre-condition for 
moving in the right direction.” 

At the end of the day, whether or not the 
copenhagen talks be judged as hopenhagen 
or flopenhagen, we are the ones that have 
the power to take local actions that shape the 
future of our community now. 

Hopenhagen or Flopenhagen?
Jenny Chu is a fifth-year BE/llB student at The university of Auckland. She is an 
Environmental Officer with the university’s Environmental Programme and was one of 12 
members of the nZ Youth Delegation to Copenhagen last December. She writes of that 
experience here.



Sporting chances

The University of Auckland has a great 
sporting history, one that rivals any 
other university in the country. 

Top-level athletes from across all codes 
have chosen to further their academic careers 
by studying here. These illustrious performers 
range from top sailors (russell coutts and 
Tom schnackenberg), the greatest cyclist in 
new zealand history (sarah Ulmer), a top 
international rower (mahe drysdale), and two 
of the greatest rugby captains (John graham 
and sir Wilson Whineray) to some of the 
most talented young sportsmen and women 
in the country, who will be competing at the 
commonwealth games later this year. 

We have clubs bearing the University 
name, such as the Auckland University rugby 
football club, that consistently compete at 
the highest level of regional and national 
club competition in their chosen codes. 
We also have some of the best research 
facilities, along with researchers who are 
making discoveries, in areas such as sport 
and exercise science, which help to give our 
athletes and teams a competitive advantage 
in world competition. 

so why don’t we hear more about these 
highlights and achievements, along with 
those of the hundreds of club-level players 
who compete in their chosen sports? Why 

don’t we know these names? And what do 
we do to support sport for all students of 
the University, from the top athletes to the 
club players and to those who play sport in 
a way that gives great pleasure, as a social 
competition with friends. 

The answer is that we are starting to! 
sport at the University is on a resurgence, 

thanks to the hard work and support of a 
number of different groups. in 2009 we 
hosted the first University-sponsored sports 
tournament where five teams competed for 
the Wilson Whineray Trophy. in partnership 
with the Auckland University rugby football 
club, the University named matthew mattich 
as the first recipient of the John drake 
memorial scholarship. 

We've also started to put in place the 
structures to allow us to provide support 
and openings for students who want to 
pursue sporting opportunities as well as their 
academic goals. 

As part of the new “campus life” initiatives 
i was appointed sports manager, the first 
to hold that role at the University. one of 
my tasks is to oversee the five interfaculty 
tournaments – twenty20 cricket, basketball, 
netball, soccer and rugby - that students can 
participate in. Another is to work with local 
and national sporting bodies to develop 

stronger competitions. 
i am also helping develop an overall 

strategy that will pull together the different 
strands of sport at the University – the 
support structures, the awards ceremonies, 
all the facilities – so that they can work 
together along the one path that will see 
sport become more prominent and more 
accessible on campus. 

This strategy and these actions are all 
driven by recognition of the role that sports 
can play at the University. 

involvement in sports isn’t just about 
maintaining fitness, but also about building 
friendships and bonds that come through 
people competing together trying to achieve 
a common goal. it’s about creating high 
- achieving, well rounded students who 
can apply the same focus to sporting and 
academic endeavours. 

Tim graduated from The university of 
Auckland with a BCom in 2008. As a 
student he was sports officer for the 
Auckland university Students’ Association.

Sport on campus is advancing into a bright new era, says alumnus Tim Brightwell, the 
university’s first Sports manager. 
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